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Task-based K-Support Model and System: Delivering and 

Sharing Task-relevant Knowledge 
 

Student: I-Chin Wu       Advisor: Dr. Duen-Ren Liu 

Institute of Information Management 
National Chiao Tung University 

ABSTRACT 

In task-based business environments, a pertinent issue in deploying knowledge 

management system (KMS) is providing task-relevant information (codified 

knowledge) to fulfill the information needs of knowledge workers. Historical codified 

knowledge, i.e. experiences and know-how extracted from previous task executions, 

provides valuable knowledge for knowledge workers to accomplish tasks 

successfully. Accordingly, a repository of structured and explicit knowledge, 

especially in document form, is a widely adopted codification-based strategy for 

managing knowledge in KMS. 

This work first discusses the issue of managing codified knowledge by building 

the task-oriented repository from the perspective of business task. To organize and 

manage task-relevant information, the repository is constructed with support from 

domain ontology (topic taxonomy) to effectively utilize codified knowledge. Thus, 

providing effective knowledge retrieval function to mitigate the difficulty of 

accessing knowledge items from the knowledge repository is a challenging work. 

Accordingly, a task-based knowledge support model is proposed to tackle the 

problem. The proposed model proactively delivers task-relevant codified knowledge 

and promotes knowledge sharing among knowledge workers in task-based business 

environments. 

A novel task-relevance assessment approach is proposed to identify the 

knowledge worker’s information needs on tasks, for brevity, task-needs. The 

proposed approach generates task profiles via the collaboration of knowledge 

workers to analyze the relevance of tasks and codified knowledge. The approach can 
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alleviate the problem of accessing needed knowledge items from vast amounts of 

codified knowledge. Moreover, an adaptive task-based profiling approach and a 

task peer-group analytical method are proposed to track workers’ dynamic 

task-needs and identify workers’ task-based peer-groups p. Knowledge workers can 

obtain task-relevant knowledge with the aid of task-based profiles and peer-groups. 

Furthermore, we seek to extend and refine our model to resolve long-term 

knowledge support problem. According to our empirical investigation, knowledge 

workers engaged in knowledge intensive task usually have different information 

needs during the long-term task performance. That is, another challenge of 

deploying KMS is to support task-relevant knowledge based on workers’ task-needs 

at different task progress, i.e., stages or milestones. Accordingly, we proposed a 

task-stage knowledge support model that incorporates the information-filtering 

model with the identification of worker’s task-stage. A correlation analysis method 

is proposed to identify a worker’s task-stage, and an ontology-based topic discovery 

method is proposed to determine a worker’s task-needs for specific topics of stage. 

Consequently, the system can be tailored to support long-term task performance. 

A task-based K-Support portal is developed to facilitate knowledge reuse and 

further to streamline task execution. The portal is grounded in a research institute to 

support the execution of knowledge-intensive task by stimulating the operation of 

knowledge delivering and sharing. Moreover, various experiments have been 

conducted to evaluate the proposed model. The experimental results reveal that the 

proposed model and system can provides knowledge support in task-based 

environments effectively. 

Keywords: Knowledge management system, Task-relevant knowledge, Codified 

knowledge, Task-relevance assessment, Adaptive task profile, Knowledge delivery, 

Knowledge sharing, Task-stage, K-Support portal 
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以工作觀為基礎之知識支援模式與系統: 
工作相關知識遞送與分享 

 
研究生：吳怡瑾         指導教授：劉敦仁 博士 

國立交通大學資訊管理所 

摘要 

建構知識管理系統已是企業組織有效管理企業知識，獲取產業競爭優勢的

重要策略。而企業主要是以工作為基礎來進行企業活動之運作與管理，組織人

員執行各項工作以達成企業之營運目標。在以工作為基礎之企業環境，考量組

織工作特性，設計適合的知識推薦機制，以提供組織人員工作相關之知識物件

與資訊，是建構知識管理系統之重要議題。 

一般而言，在各類知識物件中，文件為將知識外顯化的重要方式之一；此

外，文件除提供豐富之資訊並且也是增加速度最為可觀之知識物件。因此，企

業若能將各式知識物件以結構化方式存放至知識庫並使之外顯化，勢必能有效

保存與提供組織知識資產。本研究主要設計以工作為基礎的主題分類架構(task 

domain ontology)…，並引入模糊分類方法，將企業內的各項知識物件與工作，

配合該主題分類架構加以分類與整理。此外，為支援知識工作者克服執行工作

中所遭遇之困難，本研究提出以工作為基礎之知識支援模式，預期達到有效知

識彙集、遞送與分享之目的。 

本研究首先提出系統化的工作相關知識評估機制，透過工作者間之協同合

作以支援其資訊需求，並整合工作相關知識評估機制於知識支援系統中，以協

助組織人員透過工作特徵檔擷取工作所需的知識。該工作相關評估機制，分析

工作與知識物件之相關性並建置工作特徵檔(task profile)，以協助組織人員透過

工作特徵檔擷取工作所需的知識物件，預期協助知識工作者從大量知識物件中

有效獲取工作相關知識，克服工作執行中所遭遇之困難。在此基礎之上，我們

更藉由知識工作者資訊回饋過程，提出修正工作特徵檔之方法外，依該工作特

徵檔，提出工作社群網路分析與建構方法，並探討與評估知識工作者之間互動
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所構成的社群網路如何促成知識遞送與分享。研究內容主要包括：(1)提出適性

化的工作特徵模式，藉由工作相關回饋機制修正工作特徵檔，以描述知識工作

者之動態性工作資訊需求；(2)提出工作同好群組分析法，依據工作者特徵檔分

析知識工作者資訊需求之相似性，並建立工作社群網路。在我們後續的研究中，

發現工作者對於知識密集性工作之資訊需求是動態的，會隨著時間與環境而演

化改變。因此，有效之知識支援需提供適性化機制以依據工作者之動態需求提

供相關知識；此外，工作之執行，常需逐步執行階段性任務以完成工作，而不

同階段有不同之工作資訊需求。根據組織工作特性而由系統主動提供工作相關

知識的相關研究並未考慮工作之階段性；因此，本研究進一步改良先前知識支

援模式，提出工作階段性為基礎之工作相關知識支援模式與系統架構。研究內

容主要包括：（1）根據知識工作者不同時間點的工作特徵檔，運用相關係數分

析法，偵測工作者目前之工作階段；(2)以組織之工作主題分類架構為基礎，分

析知識工作者於工作執行中之主題變換情形，以判別知識工作者現階段資訊需

求主題；(3)該模式依據作者之工作階段與需求主題之變換，進而調整其資訊需

求特徵檔，提供符合工作階段性之相關知識。 

本文並依所設計之知識支援模式而設計實驗，以驗證方法於提供知識支援

之有效性。此外，並以物件導向方式實作以工作為基礎之知識支援系統，建構

協同合作之工作環境，以提供有效的工作相關知識遞送與分享。該系統落實在

一研究單位，藉由使用者滿意度回饋以評估系統之有效性。研究結果顯示該知

識支援模式與系統能有效達成知識遞送並促進組織成員之知識分享。 

 

關鍵字：知識管理系統、工作相關知識、編撰知識、工作相關評估、適性化工 

         作特徵檔、知識遞送、知識分享、工作階段、知識支援平台 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research background and motivation 

Deploying knowledge management systems (KMS) is an important strategy for 

enterprises to effectively managing business knowledge and gaining competitive 

advantage. The operations and management activities of enterprises are mainly based 

on tasks, in which organizational workers perform various tasks to achieve business 

goals [1][22][24][26]. Moreover, organizations try to maximize the use of 

knowledge assets to increase an organization’s profitability and productivity with the 

support of contemporary knowledge management tools. KMS employs Information 

Technologies (IT), such as document management and workflow management to 

facilitate the access, reuse and sharing of knowledge assets within and across 

organizations [17][39]. That is, the critical role of Information Technologies (ITs) is 

to assist knowledge workers to reuse valuable knowledge assets to carry out business 

tasks successfully [6][17][46].  

Generally, ITs focus on explicit and tacit dimensions in knowledge management 

activities [28][39]. The former, explicit knowledge management, is achieved by a 

codified approach. Intellectual content codified into explicit form can facilitate 

knowledge retrieval and reuse [89]. Knowledge repository, knowledge-based systems, 

and knowledge maps are the supports for knowledge storage, organization and 

dissemination. And a repository of structured and explicit knowledge, especially in 

document form, is a widely adopted codification-based strategy for managing 

knowledge in KMSs [17][81][89]. The latter, tacit knowledge management, puts 

emphasis on dialoging via social networks to facilitate knowledge sharing. 

Knowledge expert directories, yellow pages, communities of practices and talk 

rooms, support interpersonal communication for knowledge sharing [3][41]. Notably, 

empirical findings indicate that codifying intellectual content into a knowledge 

repository makes workers highly exploit existing organizational resources [29][49]. 

Accordingly, knowledge (information) retrieval is considered a core component to 

retrieve codified knowledge in KMS. An effective knowledge retrieval function can 

mitigate the difficulty of accessing knowledge items from a knowledge repository 

and support the operation of knowledge-intensive work in business environments 

[24][27]. 
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In task-based business environments, an important issue of deploying KMS is 

providing task-relevant information (codified knowledge) to fulfill the information 

needs of knowledge workers during task execution. That is, effective knowledge 

management relies on understanding workers’ information needs on tasks, for brevity, 

task-needs. Recently, the information retrieval (IR) technique coupled with workflow 

management systems (WfMS) was employed to support proactive delivery of 

task-specific knowledge according to the context of tasks within a process 

[1][2][23][24]. The KnowMore system maintains task specifications (profiles) to 

specify the process-context of tasks and associated knowledge items [1][2]. The 

Kabiria system supports knowledge-based document retrieval in office environments, 

allowing users to conduct document retrieval according to the operational context of 

task-associated procedures [15]. Context-aware delivery of task-specific knowledge 

thus can be facilitated based on the task specifications and current execution context 

of the process. Furthermore, a process meta-model specifying the 

knowledge-in-context is integrated with workflow systems to capture and retrieve 

knowledge within a process context [44]. Although providing an appropriate view for 

designing task-based knowledge support, the above works focus on specifying the 

process-context of tasks to support context-aware or process-aware knowledge 

retrieval, rather than on a systematic approach to construct task profiles. Moreover, 

the adaptation of profiles to track workers’ dynamic information needs is not 

addressed.  

For complex and knowledge-intensive tasks, the collaboration among knowledge 

workers may arise around common goals, problems and interests. Accordingly, 

contemporary KMSs rely on an effective approach to construct a community of 

practice to promote knowledge sharing. A community of practice consists of people 

who share common needs of information; hence, a community of practice is an 

effective approach to promote knowledge creation, transfer and sharing within or 

across organizations [3][13][18][41]. The Milk system supports informal 

communication and knowledge sharing for knowledge workers performing tasks in 

different work practices [3]. OntoShare, an ontology-based KMS, models the 

interests of users and provides automatic knowledge sharing in communities of 

practice with the aid of profiles [18]. Although user profiles had been employed to 

stimulate knowledge disseminations in communities of practice, they did not 
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consider the identification of peer-groups with similar task-needs to form 

communities in the task-based business environment. 

Furthermore, for knowledge-intensive tasks, such as research projects in academic 

institutions, and product development in R&D departments, it is more difficult to 

supply task-relevant knowledge during the progress of task execution. That is, works’ 

information needs on task, for brevity, task-needs, generally change during the long 

run of task performance. Thus, the issues of identifying and tracking workers’ current 

task-stages and task-needs topics, and adjusting their profiles during task 

performance deserve further exploration. To provide a more effective long-term 

knowledge support, we propose a task-stage knowledge support model that 

incorporates Information Filtering model with the identification of worker’s 

task-stage and task-needs topics. 

1.2 Research objectives and tasks 

This dissertation mainly investigates the issues related to delivering and sharing 

codified knowledge from the perspective of business task. Major research objectives 

are listed below. 

(1) Proactively delivering task-relevant knowledge to workers engaged in 
knowledge-intensive tasks.  

• A task-relevance assessment approach is proposed to identify workers’ 
information needs on task. 

• A task-based knowledge support model is proposed to track and model 
workers’ dynamic information needs on task. The proposed model also 
promotes knowledge sharing among knowledge workers. 

(2) Enhancing task-based knowledge support model to provide effective 
knowledge support at different task-stages 

• Developing a task-stage knowledge support model to provide task-relevant 
knowledge according to workers’ dynamic task-needs at different task stages. 

• Also, employing user modeling technique to identify worker’s task-stage and 
task-needs topics of stages. 

(3) Deploying a task-based K-Support portal to acquire, organize, and 
disseminate the organization’s knowledge resources from the aspect of task.  
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• Providing a collaborative task-based workplace to facilitate knowledge 
retrieval and sharing among peer-groups. 

• Delivering and sharing task-relevant knowledge to fulfill the workers’ 
task-needs at various task-stages. 

1.3 Contributions 

The contribution of this dissertation is to achieve knowledge reuse and support from 

the perspective of knowledge-intensive task. That is, extracting, organizing, and 

disseminating relevant knowledge (codified knowledge) to fulfill the information 

needs of knowledge workers during task execution.  

This work first proposes a novel task-relevance assessment approach to identify 

the knowledge worker’s information needs on tasks. Rather than specifying task 

characteristics directly by knowledge workers, a systematic approach is desirable to 

create task profiles by analyzing retrieved documents and assessing the relevance 

among tasks. Note that historical task-related information items preserved in the 

knowledge repository, such as task descriptions and codified knowledge, are valuable 

knowledge assets to support task profile construction. The proposed approach 

generates task profiles by the collaboration of knowledge workers to analyze the 

relevance of tasks and codified knowledge. Task-based knowledge support is 

facilitated through providing knowledge workers relevant knowledge based on task 

profiles. Although this work does not consider the process-aspect and context 

awareness, as discussed in previously pilot studies [1][2][24][44], this approach can 

alleviate the problem of accessing needed knowledge items from vast amounts of 

codified knowledge. 

Furthermore, methods of the adaptation of profiles to track workers’ dynamic 

information needs are proposed in this work. The worker’s dynamic task-needs can 

be analyzed based on the changes of workers’ profiles during task performance. An 

adaptive task-based profiling approach is proposed to tackle worker’s dynamic 

information needs on tasks. A task profile describes the key features of a task and is 

the kernel for discovering and disseminating task-relevant information to knowledge 

workers. This approach models the worker’s task-needs based on feedback analysis, 

i.e. explicit or implicit feedback on knowledge items. In addition, this work not only 

considers the profiles of feedback items but also considers the profiles of relevant 
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topics in the domain ontology. Note that we refer the domain ontology as the 

taxonomy of topics in our task-based problem domain. Different from traditional 

information filtering techniques with user profile, which only considered the profile 

of feedback items, the profile adaptation approach considers both the profiles of 

related tasks and the profiles of relevant codified knowledge to adjust the task 

profile.  

For promoting knowledge sharing among workers, a task peer-group analytical 

method is proposed to identify task-based peer-groups according to workers’ profiles, 

namely, task interests. The main characteristic of this method is that a fuzzy 

inference procedure is employed to infer the implicit and transitive relationships of 

knowledge workers based on task-needs. The proposed method can infer the implicit 

relationship among workers; even they did not provide feedback on the same 

knowledge items. With the aid of task-based profiles and peer-groups, the proposed 

K-support portal can provide task-relevant knowledge and promote knowledge 

sharing among task-based peer-groups. 

Moreover, according to our empirical investigation, knowledge workers engaged 

in knowledge intensive tasks (e.g., research projects in academic organizations, 

project management in firms, etc.) have different information needs during the 

long-term task performance. The Vakkari studies (2000, 2003), which focus on a 

user’s information seeking activities during task performance (e.g., writing a 

proposal, completing a project, etc.), show that information needs vary according to 

different task stages. Therefore, we propose a knowledge support model based on 

task-stage to proactively deliver task-relevant knowledge. A correlation analysis 

method is proposed to identify a worker’s task-stage (e.g., pre-focus, focus 

formulation, and post-focus task stages), and an ontology-based topic discovery 

method is proposed to determine a worker’s task-needs topics of each stage. 

Consequently, the model can also be tailored to support long-term task performance. 

Finally, we develop a collaborative task-based K-support portal to facilitate 

knowledge reuse and to further promote knowledge sharing among peer-groups. The 

view of designing task-based knowledge support is the studies of context-aware or 

process-aware knowledge retrieval and knowledge delivery with the aid of user modeling. 

Details will be given in Section 3. Meanwhile, several experiments have been 

conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed knowledge support model 
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based on task or task-stage in terms of precision and recall. The empirical system 

evaluation is also conducted to examine the effectiveness of the proposed system in 

terms of novelty and quality metrics. 

1.4 Content organization  

Fig. 1 illustrates the whole view of this work and the remainder of this work is 
organized as follows. The literature review is given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 addresses 
the rationale to design task-based knowledge support system and presents the 
framework of the proposed system. Note that the tasks and functions of each module 
given in Fig. 1 are described in this section. Chapter 4 introduces the process of 
building the task-oriented repository, as depicted in the block one (B1) of Fig.1. The 
repository is designed for organizing and managing task-relevant information. In 
addition, a task domain ontology is structured to organize and classify knowledge 
items based on tasks.  

The K-support model and methods to provide task-based knowledge support 
with the aid of profiling technique are given in Chapter 5, 6, and 7. Note that the 
associated experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methods are 
also carried out. Chapter 5 presents the proposed task-relevance assessment 
approach to identify the worker’s information needs on tasks. The task-relevance 
assessment approach is designed to analyze the relevance of tasks and codified 
knowledge in the repository. Furthermore, a task profile is generated to support the 
proactive delivery of task-relevant knowledge. The assessment procedure is also 
given in the block two (B2) of Fig. 1. The lines with the numbers denote the 
assessment procedure. Next, Chapter 6 describes the proposed methods to 
disseminate and share task-relevant knowledge based on the generated profiles. The 
block three (B3) of Fig. 1 illustrates the main executed engines of Chapter 6 & 7. 
The user behavior tracker is an on-line module to capture workers’ dynamic 
behaviors, including access behaviors on the task-based domain ontology and 
documents. The task profile handler uses task-based profiling approach to adjust 
workers’ task profile to reflect workers’ current task-needs (information needs on the 
target task). The peer-group analyzer employs peer-group analytical method for 
identifying task-based peer-groups with similar task needs based on task profiles. 
Details will be addressed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 extends the task-based knowledge 
support model to provide effective knowledge support at different task-stages The 
task-stage identifier and task-needs analyzer are within the block three (B3), which 
are responsible for tracking the evolution of a worker’s task-needs. Methods to 
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identify worker’s task-stage and task-need topics of stages are presented in this 
chapter. 

 Finally, the proposed K-Support portal with associated system evaluation is 

presented in Chapter 8. Conclusions and future works are discussed in Chapter 9. 

 

Fig. 1. Task-based knowledge support 
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Chapter 2 Related Work 

2.1 Knowledge management in task-based working  
environment 

2.1.1 Knowledge management systems and information technology 

Knowledge Management (KM) is a cycle, sometimes repeated process, which 

generally includes creation, management and sharing activities. [17][26][28][55][82]. 

Organizations deploy Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) to maximize the 

effectiveness of knowledge assets in increasing organizational profitability and 

productivity [30][55]. Contemporary KMS employs Information Technologies (IT), 

such as document management and workflow management to facilitate the access, 

reuse and sharing of knowledge assets within and across organizations [17][39].  

Generally, information technologies (ITs) mainly focus on two dimensions, 

explicit and tacit dimensions, to support knowledge management activities 

[11][29][39]. The former is achieved by codified approach. Intellectual content 

codified into explicit form can facilitate knowledge retrieval and reuse [12][89]. 

Knowledge repository, knowledge-based system, knowledge maps are the like to 

support knowledge storage, organization and dissemination [29][39][89]. The latter 

put emphasize on dialoging via social networks to facilitate knowledge sharing. 

Knowledge expert directories, yellow pages, communities of practices and talk 

rooms are the like to support interpersonal communication to rapid knowledge 

sharing [3][13][39][41]. Several researches classified the knowledge management 

practices based on the two dimensions.  

According to Gray (2001a) empirical finding that the knowledge codified into 

knowledge repository make knowledge workers highly exposit existing resources 

within organization, whereas community of practices that provide informal personal 

communication can moderate to explore new possibility. Kankanhalli et al. (2003) 

pointed out those product-based firms in a high-volatility context are rely both 

codification and sharing approaches. Xerox, Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard are the 

examples. In summary, the critical role of ITs are to assist knowledge workers in 

fully and economic reusing valuable knowledge assets by decreasing the level of 

skills required in accomplishing the task successfully [28][39][49]. In addition, KMS 

with the aid of IT can assists workers in fully and economic reusing valuable 
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knowledge assets to accomplish the objective of task successfully. 

2.1.2 Task-based knowledge retrieval  

The repository of structured, explicit knowledge, especially document form, is a 

codified strategy to manage knowledge [17][29]. However, with the growing amount 

of information in organizational memories, KMSs face the challenge to help users 

find pertinent and needed information. The information can be delivered in a specific 

context of business environments. The information retrieval (IR) technique coupled 

with workflow management systems (WfMS) was employed to support proactively 

delivery of task-specific knowledge according to the context of tasks within a 

process [1][24]. Furthermore, a process meta-model specifying the 

knowledge-in-context is integrated with workflow systems to capture and retrieve 

knowledge within a process context [44]. Despite the subtle difference among these 

works, they provide an appropriate view to achieve knowledge support based on 

tasks. Moreover, knowledge retrieval is also considered a core component in 

task-based business environment to access knowledge items in knowledge repository 

[24][27]. 

Herein, we categorized the task-based knowledge management work from two 

perspectives: one is knowledge delivery with the aid of user modeling and the other is 

context-based proactively delivery knowledge. The perspective is departure from the 

points of process complexity and knowledge intensiveness [21]. Based on the above 

points, for classes of business process are derived which are low (or high) business 

process and weak (or strong) knowledge intensity. In the following, the related works 

of task-based knowledge management will be given according to the classifying of 

business process.  

Task-based knowledge delivery with the aid of user modeling: This kind of 

knowledge management framework put emphasizes on codified (e.g., documents) 

knowledge retrieval and delivery in supporting workers' day-to-day tasks operation. 

Translating users’ information needs into compromised queries is not an easy work 

[75]. Most systems rely on Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to access 

organizational codified knowledge. The technique of Information Filtering (IF) with 

a profiling approach to model users’ information needs is an effective approach to 

proactive delivering relevant information to users. The technique has been widely 
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used in the areas of Information Retrieval and Recommender Systems [31][52][58]. 

The profiling approach has also been addressed by some KMSs to enhance 

knowledge retrieval and further promote knowledge sharing among project-based or 

interesting groups [1][2][3][18]. Accordingly, the techniques of information filtering 

with intelligent agent-based architecture are commonly adopted in this type of 

framework to streamline the knowledge delivery from internal or external knowledge 

repositories [73][88]. Notably, a promising user modeling method, in which the 

system delivers the relevant information to the user profile is demanded in this type 

of knowledge support [7][71]. The idea of cooperative agent architecture has been 

proposed to achieve task-based Information filtering within work process [19]. Three 

types of cooperating agents: process agents, document warehouse agents and 

retrieval agents are designed for evaluating if the retrieved documents are relevant to 

the workers’ tasks at hand. Furthermore, a CodeBroker system is proposed for 

supporting software developer to reuse the organizational program components 

repository properly [88]. Similarly, the information filtering with user modeling and 

agent-based techniques are applied in the system for making delivered information 

relevant to the task-at-hand and personalized to the worker’s information needs. The 

task-based knowledge delivery with the aid of user modeling is quite suit applied in 

knowledge intensive task due to it has capability to model worker’s task needs and 

individual needs based on user modeling technique. The chief defect of this 

framework is that it generally cannot proper incorporate the contextual information 

of business task into the user profile. 

Context-based proactively knowledge delivery: The information can be delivered in a 

specific context of business environments. To this end, KMSs increasingly 

emphasize the organization of all the possible task-specific knowledge by supporting 

context-aware knowledge access and retrieval [1][5][44]. The Kabiria system 

supports knowledge-based document retrieval in office environments by allowing 

users to conduct document retrieval according to the operational context of 

task-associated procedures [15]. Furthermore, a process meta-model specifying the 

knowledge-in-context is integrated with workflow systems to capture and retrieve 

knowledge within a process context [44]. That is, context becomes an impartment 

component that can be utilized for improving the understanding of relevant 

knowledge of business task within the KMS. Recently, the knowledge context model 
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is even proposed to support the collaborative work of virtual teams by utilizing the 

contextual information [4]. Furthermore, acquiring and disseminating role-relevant 

process views was considered in workflow environments [72]. Alvarado et al. (2004) 

also proposed acquiring and organizing corporate memory from the perspective of 

role/job position, in which an Organizational Memory is modeled by adopting 

UML/XML to specify the ontologies for organization positions, tasks, and 

application domains. The context-based knowledge delivery model is quite suit 

applied in knowledge intensive and non- routine task due to it has knowledge context 

model to capture or utilize the business process context for supporting task execution. 

Furthermore, it can even support the operation of business process with high process 

complexity. However, the kind of knowledge support model still lacks in learning 

capability to support real time context sensitive knowledge delivery till know. That is, 

besides understanding the work context of the given task, the model also needs to 

learn and response the worker’s task-needs in the real time. 

2.1.3 Knowledge sharing in community of practices 

For complex and knowledge-intensive tasks, the collaboration among knowledge 

workers may arise around common goals, problems and interests. Domain experts or 

experienced workers who hold valuable tacit knowledge play important roles in 

assisting knowledge workers to accomplish business tasks [51]. The ultimate goal of 

KM is to enable innovative activities by promoting collaboration or communication 

among knowledge workers in organizations [26][84]. Collaboration may take place 

in a formal group such as a business project or in an informal group such as a 

community of practice. A community of practice consists of people who share 

common needs of information; hence, a community of practice is an effective 

approach to promote knowledge creation, transfer and sharing within or across 

organizations [3][13][18][41]. Although user profiles had been employed to stimulate 

knowledge disseminations in communities of practice, they did not consider the 

identification of peer-groups with similar task-needs to form communities in 

task-based business environments.  
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2.2 Text mining technique for codified knowledge management 

2.2.1 Information retrieval in vector space model 

The key contents of a codified knowledge item (document) can be represented as a 

feature vector of weighted terms in n-dimensional space, using a term weighting 

approach that considers term frequency, inverse document frequency and 

normalization factors [67]. The term transformation steps, including case folding, 

stemming, and stop word removing, are conducted during text pre-processing 

[7][60][65][83] The term weighting then is employed to extract the most 

discriminating terms [67]. Let d be a codified knowledge item (document), and let 

d = <w(k1, d), w(k2, d), …, w(kn, d)> be the feature vector of d where w(ki, d) is the 

weight of a term ki that occurs in d. Notably, the weight of a term represents its 

degree of importance to represent the document (codified knowledge). The 

well-known tf-idf approach is often used for term (keyword) weighting. The approach 

assumes that terms with higher occurrence frequency in a document and occurring in 

fewer other documents are better discriminators to represent the document. Let the 

term frequency ),( dktf i be the occurrence frequency of term ki in d, and let the 

document frequency )( ikdf represent the number of documents that contain term ki. 

The importance of term ki to a document d is proportional to the term frequency and 

inversely proportional to the document frequency, which is expressed as Eq. 2.1.  
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(2.1)

where N is the total the number of documents. Notably, the denominator in the 

right side of Eq. 1 is a normalization factor to normalize the weight of term. 

Similarity measure: The cosine formula is a widely used similarity measure to 

assess the degree of similarity between two items x and y by computing the cosine of 

the angle between their corresponding feature vectors x  and y , which is given by 

Eq. 2.2. 

yx
yxyxcosineyxsim •

== ),(),(  (2.2)

The degree of similarity is higher if the cosine similarity is close to 1.0. 
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Each document or query can be represented as a document or query feature 

vector in a vector space model. Let jd  represent a document vector of a document 

dj and let q  be a query vector of a query q. The similarity between a document dj 

and a query q, sim(dj, q), can be calculated as the cosine of the angle between the two 

vectors jd  and q , namely cosine( jd , q ). 

2.2.2 Relevance feedback techniques 

Relevance feedback effectively improves search effectiveness through query 

reformulation. Various studies have demonstrated that relevance feedback applied in 

the vector model is an effective technique for information retrieval [63][68]. Eq. 2.3 

and 2.4 illustrate two classical relevance feedback methods designed by Rocchio 

(1971) and Ide (1971), respectively. A modified query vector mq  is derived using the 

relevance of documents (as feedback) to adjust the query vector q  [7]. 

1 1
Standard_Rocchio: 

j r j n

j jm
d D d Dr n

q q d d
D D

α β γ
∀ ∈ ∀ ∈

= + −∑ ∑  (2.3)

Ide_Dec_Hi: max ( )
j r

j jm irrelevant
d D

q q d dα β γ
∀ ∈

= + −∑  (2.4)

 Where Dr denotes the set of relevant documents and Dn represents the set of 

irrelevant documents according to user judgment. rD  and nD  represent the 

number of documents in the sets Dr and Dn. Meanwhile, , ,α β γ  are tuning 

constants. The function of maxirrelevant returns the most irrelevant document. The two 

methods produce similar results [7]. Most studies suggest that the information of 

relevant documents is more important than that of irrelevant documents [32][68]. 

2.3 User modeling for information filtering 

2.3.1 Researches of information filtering to support information needs 

Information retrieval and information filtering technologies applied in document 

management systems are generally the first pace of knowledge management 

initiatives, since textual data such as articles, reports, manual, know-how documents 

and so on are treated as valuable and explicit knowledge within organizations [55]. 

Information retrieval and information filtering are considered as the core techniques 

to achieve knowledge retrieval. In addition, information retrieval provides not only 
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text processing technique, but also document classification technology to help 

organizations collect and process documents to achieve the goal of knowledge reuse 

[70]. With the aid of information filtering, it not only reduces the problem of 

information overloading but also provides relevant and needed information to users 

to accomplish their tasks.  

Information filtering (IF) systems are commonly personalized to support long-term 

information needs of a particular user or a group of users with long-term information 

needs [53][54][80]. IF systems are similar to conventional information retrieval (IR) 

systems. The IR system mainly focuses on facilitating user’s short-term information 

needs, e.g. generally expressed information needs in a single search session. 

However, the IF system relies on the support of the kernel technology of IR, but it 

puts emphasis on methods to maintain and learn user profiles to support long-term 

information services [7][9][80]. 

IF stresses on maintaining a promising user profile, in which the system delivers 

the relevant information to the user profile [7][71]. Various methods for learning user 

interests or preferences from text documents or Web pages have been proposed 

[7][8][10][52][53][54][58]. The well-known methods in Information Retrieval or 

Information Theory are modified and then employed to model user’s dynamically 

changed interests, for example, Rocchio algorithm, information gain theory, 

Bayesian classifier. Notably, all these learning algorithms require relevance feedback 

collection process, either explicit feedback (where system collects user linguistic 

ratings) or implicit feedback (where system monitors user access behavior). The IF 

system learns the users’ current task-needs from the feedback on the supported 

information, and updates the model for future information filtering. Such kind of 

learing method can maintain the user profiles once the system received the feedback; 

therefore, the learning method is regarded as the incremental learning technique.  

The IF technique is realized in many real-world applications, for example: 

e-mail-filtering systems [53], personalized online newspaper [10], adaptive Web 

page recommendation service [8], and on-line academic research paper 

recommendation [52]. Accordingly, IF technology is acknowledged to be an effective 

way to reduce the information overload and provide personalized information 

[30][35]. Although IF systems provide proper profiling method to learn user’s 

dynamic needs/interests; however, most of existing systems do not consider 
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integrating the user’s information needs with the progresses of task performance. A 

promising profile modeling approach considering the characteristics of task stage and 

user’s current information needs is more demanded in task-based business 

environments. 

2.3.2 User modeling technique to support knowledge-intensive tasks 

The characteristic of knowledge retrieval activity in working environment is that the 

worker’s information needs is associated with the executing task at hand. Meanwhile, 

a knowledge-intensive task consists of levels of progressively smaller subtasks to 

achieve the main task goal. That is, when the worker confronts with the task, there is 

a gap between the worker’s knowledge about the task and the perceived requirements 

of tasks. The gap is the information need and results in information seeking activities 

[14]. Generally, a worker uses documents to understand a task, solve the encountered 

problem, or result in another search behavior for finding a solution. Accordingly, 

several empirical studies focus on how documents are selected and used by workers 

during task performance. A well-known longitude project has been conducted to 

investigate a cognitive model of document use during a research project [78][79]. 

The study models document use as a decision-making process where decisions may 

occur at three points or stages during a research project, which are selecting, reading, 

and citing. 

Several empirical studies concentrated on discovering and analyzing the growth in 

students’ or scholars’ understanding of their own assigned tasks during conducting an 

actual research project [43][50][76][77][78][79]. The Kuhlthau’s study (1993) [43]is 

to observe people involved in information seeking over a period of time. Six stages 

were identified in his empirical study from the students’ description of their 

experience; these stages match the phases in the process of construction. The Vakkari 

(2000) studies concentrated on the user’s information seeking activities during the 

progress of task performance (e.g. writing a proposal, completing a project and the 

like). The Vakkari study is based on the Kuhlthau’s model to connect the research of 

information seeking activities to the pre-focus, focus-forming and post-focus stages 

of the process [76][77]. The empirical studies reveal that users’ information needs 

will vary at different task stage. For example, the types of information needs may 

vary from general information to specific information, and the choice of search terms 

is varied from broader terms to related terms. That is, a worker’s information needs 
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and information-seeking processes depend on worker’s progresses of task 

performance, or task stages, specifically. 

The characteristic of knowledge retrieval activity in working environment is that 

the worker’s information needs are associated with the executing task at hand. 

Meanwhile, a knowledge-intensive task consists of levels of progressively smaller 

subtasks to achieve the main task goal. Therefore, the concept of task stage in 

information seeking studied can support this work for providing task-relevant 

knowledge more precisely. And a promise knowledge support model to reflect 

workers’ current task-needs and task-stage is a critical issue deserved exploration.  
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Chapter 3 Task-based Knowledge Support  

3.1 Rationale to design task-based knowledge support 

The proposed work focuses on providing knowledge support for 

knowledge-intensive tasks within organizations. Examples of knowledge-intensive 

tasks include thesis works and research projects in academic organizations, project 

management in firms, research work and product development in R&D departments, 

and the like. In such task-based environments, reusing knowledge assets extracted 

from historical task executions is the key to providing effective knowledge support 

for conducting tasks.  

Historical codified knowledge, i.e. experiences and know-how extracted from 

previous task executions, provides valuable knowledge for conducting tasks. For 

example, effective project management can benefit from KMS by referring similar 

projects to acquire best practice, lessons learned, working experiences, or 

knowledge resources. Research task innovation is generally based on previous 

research achievements. A knowledge repository that preserves the experience and 

knowledge of previous work (research task) is important to provide effective 

knowledge support for research tasks. However, with the increasing amount of 

information in the organizational memory (OM), contemporary KMS faces 

challenge to assist organizations acquire, organize and manage knowledge. Thus, 

delivering relevant historical codified knowledge to workers for accomplishing 

tasks at hand is also a challenging work deserves exploration. This work sought to 

tackle the challenges from the perspective of business task.  

3.1.1 Task-based organizational environment 

“Mary is a new worker of an industry analyzer in a project management institution. 

She is assigned to a survey task, “the opportunities of sensor network in healthcare”, 

and need to write a proposal. Since Mary is a novice of sensor network, she faced the 

problem to understand the assigned task. She wants to find task-related expert or 

colleague to solve the encountered problem or guide him to the right direction while 

understanding the perceived task. Unfortunately, workers who have relevant 

knowledge are busy for the business projects. Hence, Mary comes up with the idea to 

find the possible solutions from the document management system or information 
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repository in the organization. However, tremendous amount of data frustrated Mary. 

That is, it is hard for Mary to have a clear view of information structure or taxonomy 

of the document management system or information repository.”  

The situation generally happens in the organization, especially in IT or MIS 

department of industry, or the industry analyst in project management institution. 

When a worker in an organization has information needs of the executing task, 

he/she might need the knowledge support to accomplish the task. Naturally, the 

worker may seek someone who has met this problem or has done similar 

experiences before. Otherwise, the worker may also try to find the relevant codified 

knowledge from the organizational repository. Thus, if knowledge resources in an 

organization are acquired, organized via the view of business tasks, workers could 

get more effective knowledge support.  

3.2 Framework of task-based knowledge support 

Figure 2 illustrates the system framework of the proposed task-based knowledge 

support based on profiles to facilitate task-based knowledge delivery and sharing. 

Participants include knowledge workers engaged in specific tasks and domain 

experts in specific subjects. The system comprises four main modules, namely 

task-oriented information repository, task profile handler, task-needs evolution, and 

task-oriented information service router. 

Task-oriented information repository. The task-oriented information repository is 

designed for organizing and managing task relevant information. Building a proper 

repository to acquire and disseminate knowledge items is a key strategy for 

managing knowledge in the contemporary KMS. Information items indexed by 

proper concepts and categories can provide knowledge workers with meaningful 

access to organize intellectual content. Task-oriented repositories are constructed 

with support from category schema to effectively utilize codified knowledge. Such a 

repository stores codified knowledge corresponding to task execution, and contains 

three main databases, including the document-indexing database, task corpus, and 

task categorization database. The document-indexing database stores task relevant 

documents indexed using the inverted file approach. Meanwhile, the task corpus 

stores the key profile of each existing task. An existing-task is a historical task 

accomplished within the organization. Task corpus is used to describe the key 
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Fig. 2. Framework of task-based knowledge support 

subjects of an existing task, and is expressed as a feature vector of weighted terms. 

Section 4.1 details the extraction of task corpus of an existing task, which is derived 

by extracting the weighted terms from textual documents generated and accessed by 

the task. Moreover, the task categorization database records the relationships of 

existing tasks and categories, namely, the relevance degrees of existing tasks to 

categories. The task categorization database is used to support the operation of 

identifying referring tasks based on their similarity to the executing task derived 

using the relevance degrees of tasks to the categories. Moreover, tasks with similar 

subjects are grouped into fields. The repository is the knowledge base for task-based 

knowledge support. Details are discussed in Chapter 4. 

Task profile handler.  The task profile handler provides mechanisms such as profile 

creation, adjustment, integration and profile adaptation to conduct profile 

management. Two kinds of profiles, feature-based task profile and topic-based task 

profile, are maintained to model workers’ information needs on the target task at 

hand.  

 Feature-based task profile describes the key features of a task and is the kernel 

for discovering and disseminating task-relevant information to knowledge 

workers.  

 Topic-based task profile models a worker’s information needs on the target 

task, and is represented as a set of relevant tasks or fields of the target task with 

associated relevance degrees.  

Workers’ information needs may change during the progress on performing the 

target task. The user behavior tracker is an on-line module to capture workers’ 
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dynamic behaviors, including access behaviors on the task-based domain ontology 

and relevance. The profile handler uses an adaptive task-based profiling approach to 

adjust workers’ profiles. The peer-group analyzer employs a task-based peer-group 

analytical method to identify peer-groups with similar task needs (information needs 

on the target task) based on work profiles. Details will be addressed in Chapter 6. 

Task-needs evolution. The task-stage identifier and task-needs analyzer are within 

this module, which are responsible for tracking the evolution of a worker’s 

task-needs. The profiles are employed as indicators for task-stage identifier and 

task-needs analyzer to model the worker’s task-needs of target task. Herein, worker’s 

task-needs are modeled as the topics nodes in domain ontology (DO) at different 

abstraction level which are relevant to the on-going task. The DO is a multi-level 

structure and each node in the DO represents a research topic in our application 

domain, as given in the Figure 3 of Chapter 4. The task-stage identifier is responsible 

for analyzing and determining worker’s task stage based on the changes of the task 

profile over time. The task-needs analyzer is responsible for tracking the worker’s 

access behavior over a period of time. The access behavior is analyzed based on the 

DO to discover worker’s task-needs on specific topics. Details are discussed in 

Chapter 7. 

Task-oriented information service router. The router helps knowledge workers 

gather appropriate information from the task-oriented repository and task-based 

peer-groups. The router fetches task-relevant information according to the worker’s 

task profile. Moreover, each worker has his/her own view of task-relevant 

information, namely, personalized ontology, which is derived from his/her work 

profile on the target task and is organized according to the domain ontology. 

Knowledge sharing from other peer-group members is derived by retrieving each 

peer-group member’s personalized ontology. Details are addressed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 4 Task-Oriented Information 
Repository: Managing Codified Knowledge  

4.1 Task-oriented information repository  

To organize and manage task-relevant information, the repository is constructed with 

support from domain ontology (i.e., topic taxonomy) to effectively utilize codified 

knowledge. This session discusses the issue of managing codified knowledge with 

the support from category scheme. 

 Categories representing the main subjects of organizations are defined to 

organize tasks and codified knowledge. Task corpus (feature vector of weighted 

terms) describing the key subjects of existing task can be constructed by extracting 

the weighted terms from textual documents. The task categorization database records 

the relevance degrees between existing tasks and categories based on the result the 

proposed task categorization model. The task categorization database is used to 

support the operation of identifying referring tasks based on their similarity to the 

executing task derived using the relevance degrees of tasks to the categories. 

Identifying a small subset of existing tasks as referring tasks can help knowledge 

workers conduct further task-relevance assessment without reviewing all existing 

tasks. This chapter illustrates two essential phases in constructing a task-oriented 

information repository: extracting task corpus from textual data gathered during task 

execution and deriving the relevance degrees between existing tasks and categories. 

4.1.1 Extracting task corpus 

The task corpus of a task tr is represented as a feature vector of weighted terms 

(keywords) derived by analyzing the set of documents generated and accessed by tr. 

Each document dj is pre-processed and represented as a feature vector jd . The 

centroid approach is employed to derive the feature vector of a task by averaging the 

feature vectors of documents generated and accessed by the task. Let Dtr denote the 

set of documents that are generated and accessed by task tr. Furthermore, the task 

corpus (feature vector) of task tr is defined as the centroid vector rt which is the 

vector obtained by averaging the feature vectors of documents in Dtr. Eq. 4.1 defines 

the centroid vector rt . The weight of a term ki in rt is represented as w(ki, tr). 
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4.1.2 Task categorization model 

Existing tasks are categorized based on fuzzy classification, and thus they may 

belong to more than one category. Fuzzy classification extends the traditional crisp 

classification notation to associate each object in every category with a membership 

function so that each object can belong to more than one category (Zadeh, 1965). The 

task categorization database records the relationships of existing tasks and 

categories, namely, the relevance degrees of each existing task to categories. The 

relevance degree between a task and a category indicates the strength that the task 

belongs to the category. The relevance degrees between categories and existing tasks 

are calculated based on the similarity measures between feature vectors of categories 

and existing tasks. The feature vector of a category is also expressed as a vector of 

weighted terms, which represents the main subjects of a category. 

The categorization procedure includes the step of deriving the feature vectors of 

categories and the step of deriving the relevance degrees between existing tasks and 

categories.  

Deriving the feature vector of each category: Experts predefined a set of 

categories to represent the main subjects within the organizational domain, such as 

“Text Mining”, “Knowledge Management”, etc. The seed-based approach is then 

applied to generate the feature vectors of categories. Experts select some existing 

tasks which represent a category. The selected tasks are called the seed tasks of the 

category. Once the seed tasks have been decided, a centroid vector can be derived 

from the corpora (feature vectors) of the seed tasks to describe the category. The 

centroid vector of each category is derived by averaging the feature vectors of 

corresponding seed tasks.  

Let X denote a set of categories, X={c1, c2, , cm}, and let Tcj represent the set 

of seed tasks of category cj. Let c
jc  be the centroid vector derived from the task 

corpora (feature vectors) of seed tasks of cj. The centroid weight of term ki in c
jc , 

w(ki, c
jc ) is derived as Eq. 4.2. 
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The centroid vectors are used as the initial feature vectors of weighted terms to 

represent categories. The initial centroid weight of a term represents the degree of 

importance of the term in a category without considering its importance in other 

categories, namely its discriminating power to distinguish categories. The weight of a 

term is further adjusted by considering the discriminating power of the term. For 

example, a higher weight term denotes that it is a more representative and important 

concept of the category. However, some terms with a high weight in a category may 

also have high weights in other categories. Such terms may be common terms, even 

though they have high weights in categories, which are not discriminating enough to 

represent each category. To decrease the weight of this kind of common term, we use 

the probability distribution of terms across categories as a factor to discriminate the 

categories. Consequently, the weight of a term in a category is adjusted by 

multiplying the initial centroid weight of the term with the probability distribution of 

the term appearing in the category. 

Let jc be the feature vector of category cj which denotes the key concepts of cj, 

and let w(ki, cj) be the weight of term ki in category cj. Then w(ki, cj), the importance 

of term ki in representing category cj, is proportional to the centroid weight of term ki 

and the probability distribution of term ki appearing in category cj, which is 

expressed as Eq. 4.3. Notably, P(ki, cj) is the probability distribution of term ki 

appearing in category cj , which is computed according to the distribution of centroid 

weights of term ki across categories.   
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where m is the number of categories. Notably, the denominator in the right side of 

Eq. 4.3 is a normalization factor to normalize the weight of term. 

Deriving the relevance degrees of existing task to categories: Once the 

feature vector of weighted terms for each category has been extracted, we can derive 
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the relationship (relevance degree) between categories and existing tasks based on 

the cosine measure. The membership grade (relevance degree) of task tr to category cj, 

µcj(tr), can be calculated as the cosine of the angle between two vectors, rt  and 

jc , namely cosine ( rt , jc ). The relevance degree between a task and a category 

indicates the strength that the task belongs to the category. The relevance degrees of 

task tr to the m categories can be modeled as a vector C
rt  characterized by the 

membership grades of tr to the categories, as expressed in Eq. 4.4. 

1 2
( ), ( ),.., ( )

m
C
r c r c r c rt t t tµ µ µ=< >  (4.4)

The task categorization database records the fuzzy classification result. Each task 

tr is associated with its membership grades (relevance degrees) to categories. Notably, 

the task categorization database is used to support the operation of proposed 

two-phase task-assessment approach. The details are described in Section 5.1. 

4.2 Domain ontology formalization 

The domain ontology, a shared conceptualization of a specific domain, is often used 

to specify the working domain of an organization [57]. Organizing knowledge items 

into ontological structure based on the domain ontology is promising to support 

knowledge retrieval in business environments [25]. In this project, we refer the 

domain ontology to a classification structure of tasks stored in the knowledge 

repository. Specifically, the domain ontology (DO) is a simple topic taxonomy that is 

structured into four levels, including categories, fields, tasks and knowledge items, as 

shown in Figure 3.  

Categories representing the main subjects of organizations are pre-defined to 

organize tasks and codified knowledge. Tasks with similar subjects are grouped into 

fields. This work labeled name of fields according to the schema of ACM Computing 

Classification Systems (1998). Notably, the relevance degrees to categories represent 

the subjects of a task, as addressed in Section 4.1. The similarity between tasks can 

thus be calculated based on their relevance degrees to categories. Based on the fuzzy 

relationship matrix R, similar tasks are grouped together to form a field, as follows. A 

threshold value, thresθ, is defined to transform the fuzzy relation matrix R into a 

binary relation matrix B. The threshold value is determined by the max-min 

operation, as shown in Eq. 4.5.  
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According to Eq. 4.6., the fuzzy relation matrix R is transformed into a binary 

relation matrix B. 
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Tasks that have the same relationship with respect to each category in B, are 

similar tasks to be grouped into a field labeled by a field name. The result generates a 

l-by-k field-to-task relation matrix F = [fj(tr)] such that fj(tr) is one if task tr is 

grouped into field fj; and is zero otherwise; where l denotes the number of fields. 

 DO
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Examples of task names:
t07:Workflow Modeling Based on XML and Rules Integrating ; 
t12:Implementation of Task/Role  Based Access Control Models;
t17:Data Warehousing and Data Mining for Web Logs Analysis; t18: Designing Composite E-service Platform;
t19: Multi-Criteria Task Assignment in Workflow Management Systems;   t22: Discovering Project-based Knowledge Maps;
t31: Collaborative  Task-driven Recommendation; t50: Business-to-business Workflow Interoperation
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Fig. 3. Example of domain ontology 
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Chapter 5 Collaborative Task-Relevance 
Assessment 
In knowledge-intensive task-based business environments, a pertinent issue in 

deploying KMS is providing task-relevant information (codified knowledge) to 

fulfill the information needs of knowledge workers during task execution. 

Accordingly, an effective knowledge retrieval function is more demanded to mitigate 

the difficulty of accessing knowledge items from a knowledge repository. 

Knowledge workers can access codified knowledge by submitting a query. However, 

workers may have difficulty in precisely expressing their information needs (as 

queries), particularly in conducting a new task. This work overcomes this problem 

by constructing task profiles to model workers’ task-needs. Moreover, a 

collaborative relevance-assessment approach is employed to help novices with the 

aid of experts and collaborative workers for streamline the profile constructing 

process.  

This chapter first introduces the concepts of collaborative relevance assessment 

and presents the assessment process for generating task profile. Next, method of 

conducting two-phase collaborative relevance-assessment for generating task 

profiles is given. A two-phase collaborative relevance assessment is used to discover 

a set of referring tasks that are relevant or irrelevant to the executing task. The 

proposed approach employs collaborative assessment with fuzzy linguistic 

evaluation to generate task profiles based on the task corpora of existing tasks. The 

task profile of an executing-task (or a new task) is initially derived via analyzing the 

task contents, or alternatively using the corresponding task corpus. Three 

experiments were performed to evaluate the assessment and retrieval effectiveness 

based on the proposed methods. Experiments using a real application domain were 

carried out for conducting research tasks in a research institute laboratory. Finally, 

the effectiveness of collaborative relevance assessment is discussed. 

5.1 Preliminary concepts and term definition 

5.1.1 Preliminary concepts 

Primary concepts of collaborative task-relevance assessment are listed below. 

 Existing tasks may have different degrees of relevance to the executing task. A 
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fuzzy linguistic approach is used to evaluate task relevance and codified 

knowledge by using linguistic terms such as “low” or “high” to express the 

perception of “Relevance”. Fuzzy linguistic approach is an approximate 

technique for modeling human thinking, and provides easier assess in 

evaluating qualitative problems [91]. Users express their evaluation in 

linguistic terms instead of numbers. The proposed task-relevance assessment 

provides a systematic and natural way to analyze the relevance of tasks and 

codified knowledge in the repository. 

 Domain experts or experienced workers with valuable tacit knowledge play an 

important role in helping knowledge workers solve problems or make 

decisions [23][26][27]. For complex and knowledge-intensive tasks, 

collaboration among knowledge workers and experts is often necessary for 

more effective knowledge dissemination. The proposed mechanism employs a 

collaborative assessment approach to help knowledge workers, especially 

novices, evaluate the relevance of tasks and codified knowledge via 

collaboration of colleagues and domain experts. Accordingly, the proposed 

system can provide more effective knowledge support through knowledge 

sharing.  

 Conducting relevance assessment on a large number of existing tasks may 

create a burden for workers and influence the assessment result. The proposed 

mechanism reduces the number of tasks to be assessed via discovering a set of 

referring tasks from existing tasks to assist workers in conducting 

task-relevance assessment. Identifying a small subset of existing tasks as 

referring tasks can help knowledge workers conduct further task-relevance 

assessment without reviewing all existing tasks. The referring tasks are 

selected based on their similarity to the executing task using the relevance 

degrees of tasks to the categories.  

 The referring tasks form the basis to extract task-relevant knowledge for the 

executing task. Once the referring tasks are identified according to the 

assessment, a modified relevance feedback (RF) technique is used to derive the 

task profile of the executing task based on the relevance of referring tasks. 

Relevance feedback is a well-known technique in information retrieval for 
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improving search effectiveness by automatic query reformulation 

[7][63][64][83]. Notably, a task profile specifies the key subject of an 

executing task, and can be used to retrieve relevant codified knowledge from 

the knowledge repository. 

5.1.2 Term definition 

This section lists the definitions of terms. 

• Task: The task is the fundamental unit in business. This work broadly refers 
to a task as a unit of work in organizations, such as a project, piece of 
research work, or activity. A task denotes either an existing-task or an 
executing-task. 

• Existing-task: An existing-task is a historical task accomplished within the 
organization. 

• Executing-task: An executing-task is the target task that the knowledge 
worker currently conducts at hand. 

• Referring-task: Referring tasks are existing tasks selected to assist workers 
in conducting task-relevance assessment. Identifying a small subset of 
existing tasks as referring tasks can help knowledge workers conduct further 
task-relevance assessment without reviewing all existing tasks. The referring 
tasks are selected based on their similarity to the executing task derived using 
the relevance degrees of tasks to the categories.  

• Task profile: A task profile specifies key subjects of an executing task, and is 
constructed to model the information needs of knowledge workers during task 
execution. 

• Task corpus: The task corpus is used to describe the key subjects of an 
existing task, and is expressed as a feature vector of weighted terms. 

• Task categorization database:  The task categorization database records 
the relationships of existing tasks and categories, namely, the relevance 
degrees of existing tasks to categories. 

• Term: A term means a single word (e.g., “knowledge”, “management”) 
within the text of the document, and all words that appear in the set of 
document collection are dimensions to our term vectors. 
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• Weighted terms: Generally, the system added weight assignments to provide 
distinctions among the terms, e.g., (knowledge, 0.5), (management 0.8). The 
well-known tf-idf approach is generally used for term (keyword) weighting. 

• Term frequency: Term frequency factor measures the frequency of 
occurrences of the terms in the document or query. 

• Fuzzy classification: Fuzzy classification extends the traditional crisp 
classification notation to associate each object in every category with a 
membership function so that each object can belong to more than one 
category. 

• Fuzzy linguistic approach: A technique for approximating human 
perception, and provides easier assess to qualitative problems. Users can 
express their evaluation by linguistic terms instead of numbers. 

• Fuzzy number: A fuzzy number Z  is a fuzzy set defined on the real set R . 
Fuzzy numbers can be used to represent linguistic terms, such as each 
linguistic term of the “Relevance“ variable in this work.  

5.2 Process of task-relevance assessment 

Knowledge workers can access codified knowledge by submitting a query. However, 

such workers may have difficulty in precisely expressing their information needs 

(as queries), particularly in conducting a new task. Accordingly, this work proposed 

a collaborative relevance assessment approach to analyze the relevance of tasks and 

codified knowledge in the repository. And then, generating a task profile to support 

the proactive delivery of task-relevant knowledge. Note that the task profile 

specifies the key subject of an executing task. Table 1 shows the process of 

collaborative task-relevance assessment.  

Once a knowledge worker is received or assigned a task, he/she will conduct the 

task-relevance assessment to generate the task profile. The proposed collaborative 

task-relevance assessment approach is a two-phase process. The task categorization 

database, which records the relevance degrees of existing tasks to categories, is used 

to support the operation of proposed two-phase task-assessment approach (as 

mentioned in Chapter 4). The worker conducts category assessment (phase-1 

assessment) to derive the relevance degrees of the executing task (target task at hand) 

to categories. The system then selects a set of referring tasks (relevant or irrelevant) 
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from existing tasks based on the similarity measures between the relevance degrees 

of tasks to categories. Consequently, the knowledge worker can conduct further task 

assessment (phase-2 assessment) without reviewing all existing tasks. Assessing the 

degree of relevance of tasks and categories is obtained by using the fuzzy linguistic 

approach. The details are described in Section 5.3. 

Furthermore, a collaborative relevance feedback (RF) technique modified from 

the standard RF technique is adopted in this work to construct and refine the task 

profile of the executing task. The standard Rocchio and Ide_Dec_Hi in standard RF 

technique methods is modified by considering the relevance degrees of referring 

tasks obtained from fuzzy linguistic assessment. The modification considers the 

relative importance of relevant (positive) and irrelevant (negative) tasks from the 

perspective of users. Thus, a task-based knowledge support system can be realized 

with the proposed systematic profile modeling approach. The generated task profile 

is the system kernel that streamlines knowledge retrieval activity to further realize 

task-based knowledge support. 

Table 1. Process of collaborative task-relevance assessment 
Procedure   The collaborative relevance-assessment approach 

/* The following scenario detailed how the proposed concepts help the knowledge 

worker reuse historically tasks and then solve the encounter problem 

effectively. */ 

begin 

1. Assigned or choosing a task: The knowledge worker is assigned or 

received a task from set of executing tasks within the department.

For example: “JayLee” is the executor of  “Recommendation in 

Composite e-Service” task. 

 

/* Entering the task assessment procedure to generate the task profile */

2. Phase-1 assessment:  

2.1. The knowledge worker assesses relevant categories. 

Category set={ category1: Business Intelligence & Knowledge 

Management, category2: Data Warehousing & Data 

Mining, category3: IS Security, category4: Workflow 

& e-Service and, category5: Internet Commerce}. 

The knowledge worker conduct relevance assessment by linguistic 

ratings; 

2.2 Assessing relevant categories collaboratively 

System operation: Load task-relevant experts or workers;   
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          “Kevin” and “Jack” are the experts of “Recommendation in  

Composite e-Service” task  

          (As the system snapshot in Appendix A.) 

Workers loads the relevance ratings of task-relevant experts;

System operation: Aggregating the relevance rating of all 

evaluators (the executor and task-relevant experts);

System operation: Submitting the aggregating vector and selecting 

the referring tasks from the existing tasks set;   

/* The referring task set is the top most similar tasks in 

the existing task set */ 

System operation: Presenting the referring tasks in the system 

interface; 

 

3. Phase-2 assessment 

3.1. The knowledge worker assesses relevant tasks from the referring

task set; 

   The knowledge worker conduct relevance assessment by linguistic 

ratings; 

“JayLee” rated the following past task as the relevant task to 

the executing task:  

<Existing-task 5, “Designing Composite e-Services Platform 

with Recommendation Capability”, high>. 

3.2 Assessing relevant tasks collaboratively 

Workers loads the relevance ratings of task-relevant experts;

“Kevin” rated the existing-task 9 as the relevant task: 

<Existing-task 9, “Towards a Framework for Discovering 

Project-Based Knowledge Maps”, very high>. 

System operation: Aggregating the relevance rating of all 

evaluators (the executor and task-relevant experts);

System operation: Submitting the assessment results to the system;

 

/*Obtaining the required task-relevant knowledge based on the construct 

task profile*/ 

 

4. Task-based Knowledge support 

System operation: Constructing task profile of the executing task 

based on the assessment result. 

/* Based on B-RA or F-RA methods as Equation (5.?) or Equation (5.?) */ 

System operation: Presenting and organizing the retrieval result in 

the system interface  (As the system snapshot in Appendix B) 

Knowledge support (relevant tasks and peer-groups): top-N 

task-relevant tasks in the task corpus, and the associated knowledge 
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workers in the relevant tasks; 

Knowledge support (relevant documents and keywords): top-N 

task-relevant documents in the task repository and top-N keywords 

in the task profile; 

Recommendation in Composite e-Service: (“e-service”, 0.86), 

(“composite”, 0.45), (“topic”, 0.34), (“map”, 0.34), 

(“groupware-based”, 0.27), (“service”, 0.23), (“knowledge”, 0.23), 

(“k-discovery”, 0.19), (“platform”, 0.18), (“recommend”, 0.14)… 
＊Note: System operation means the back-end operation of the system. 

5.3 Collaborative task-relevance assessment 

A collaborative task-relevance assessment is employed to generate task profiles 

based on the task corpora of existing tasks. The task profile of an executing-task (or a 

new task) is initially derived via analyzing the task contents, or alternatively using 

the corresponding task corpus. A collaborative relevance assessment with fuzzy 

linguistic evaluation is then used to discover a set of referring tasks that are relevant 

or irrelevant to the executing task. That is, a two-phase assessment is presented to 

systematically model the procedure of relevance assessment via the collaboration of 

cooperative workers. The details are described below. 

5.3.1 Phase 1-Identifying referring tasks based on category assessment 

Phase 1 of the assessment determines the relevance degrees of the executing task to 

categories. The referring tasks are then identified by calculating the similarity 

measures based on the relevance degrees of tasks to categories. 

Step 1 of phase 1: Determine the semantic term set and corresponding fuzzy 

number  

For modeling the workers’ perceptions on Relevance, the system defines six 

linguistic terms from “very low” to “perfect” to represent different relevance degrees. 

Each worker has his/her own perception of the approximate value (fuzzy scale) for 

each linguistic term. The fuzzy scale of a linguistic term is often modeled as a 

triangular fuzzy number. The linguistic terms are displayed in the front-end interface 

to provide knowledge workers a more natural and easier way of relevance 

assessment, while the corresponding fuzzy number is in the back-end for the system 

to facilitate numerical computation of relevance ratings. Notably, evaluators may not 

have identical fuzzy numbers on six linguistic terms of “Relevance” owing to 

different perceptions of the linguistic terms. Table 2 lists six linguistic scales of 
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corresponding fuzzy numbers determined by four evaluators. For example, the 

evaluator E1’s perception on the linguistic term “very high” is within the fuzzy scale 

of (0.6, 0.7, 0.8). The evaluator E2’s perception on the linguistic term “very high” is 

within the fuzzy scale of (0.6, 0.75, 0.9). Each evaluator can use the front-end 

interface to easily setup his/her own fuzzy number of each linguistic term, or simply 

use the default fuzzy number provided by the system 

A linguistic variable, Relevance, is defined to represent the degree of relevance 

between items (tasks or categories) assessed by evaluators. E(Relevance) is 

characterized using a fuzzy set of a universe of discourse U=[0,1], in which six 

linguistic terms řj and their associative semantic meanings m(řj) are defined as 

follows.  

E(Relevance) = { ř0 = very low,  ř1 = low, ř2 = normal, ř3 = high, ř4 = very high, ř5 = perfect} 

where m(ři) < m(řj), for i < j, and all m(řj) are distributed in [0,1]. 

The anti-symmetric distributed term set [34] is adopted, where more positive 

linguistic terms are defined, as shown in the defined term set, since this work places 

more emphasis on positive feedback to items. The fuzzy linguistic approach models 

the meaning of each term by fuzzy numbers. This work employs triangular fuzzy 

number (TFN), as defined in Definition II of Appendix A-1, to express the fuzzy 

scale of each linguistic term. TFN is widely used owing to its simplicity and solid 

theoretical basis [59], and thus is used to represent each linguistic term of the 

“Relevance“ variable.  

Step 2 of phase 1: Assess the relevance of task to categories collaboratively 

This step mainly assesses the relevance of the executing-task to each category. The 

executor, namely the knowledge worker with the executing-task at hand, rates the 

relevance of executing-tasks to each category by linguistic terms (e.g. low, high etc.). 

Linguistic ratings denote the rating given in linguistic terms for the remainder of this 

paper. In addition, task-relevant experts or colleagues can also rate the relevance of 

executing-tasks to each category by linguistic terms to achieve collaborative 

Table 2. Corresponding fuzzy numbers of linguistic term set by different evaluators 
Evaluators VL (Very Low) L (Low) N (Normal) H (High) VH (Very High) P (Perfect) 

E1 (0,0.2,0.4) (0.3,0.4,0.5) (0.4,0.5,0.6) (0.5,0.6,0.7) (0.6,0.7,0.8) (0.7,0.8,0.9)

E2 (0,0.1,0.2) (0.1,0.3,0.5) (0.4,0.5,0.6) (0.5,0.6,0.7) (0.6,0.75,0.9) (0.7,0.9,1) 

E3 (0,0,0) (0.1,0.25,0.4) (0.3,0.4,0.5) (0.6,0.7,0.8) (0.7,0.8,0.9) (0.8,0.9,1) 

E4 (0,0,0) (0.1,0.3,0.5) (0.5,0.6,0.7) (0.6,0.7,0.8) (0.7,0.8,0.9) (0.8,0.9,1) 
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assessment. Collaborative assessment, where a comprised rating is derived by 

aggregating ratings of task-relevant experts or colleagues is especially useful for the 

executor who is unfamiliar with the executing task. The linguistic ratings cannot be 

used by the system to calculate aggregate ratings, and thus need to be transformed 

into crisp ratings. In the front-end, linguistic terms are used. In the back-end, the 

system transforms the linguistic ratings into crisp ratings. Four evaluators determine 

the degree of relevance of the executing task te to each category using linguistic 

ratings based on their subjective judgments, as listed in Table 3(A). The 

corresponding fuzzy number of each linguistic rating is transformed into crisp 

numbers (ratings). For example, evaluator E1’s perception of the linguistic term 

“very high” is within the fuzzy scale of (0.6, 0.7, 0.8). The fuzzy number is 

transformed into a crisp value, 0.7, as shown in Table 3(B). 

The fuzzy linguistic approach models the meaning of each term using fuzzy 

numbers. To achieve computational advantage, the crisp ratings (Best Non-fuzzy 

Performance values; BNP) are extracted from fuzzy numbers. Various methods can 

be used to defuzzify fuzzy numbers, including mean of maximal (MOM), center of 

area (COA), bisector of area (BOA), and so on [38]. 

This work adopts the COA method to calculate fuzzy numbers, owing to its 

simplicity and practicability. The COA method calculates the fuzzy mean under 

uniform probability distribution assumption [45]. If the fuzzy number Z  is 

triangular, the crisp rating can be derived by the equation: 

( ) [( ) ( )] / 3CV Z r l m l l= − + − + . For example, Table 3(B) lists the crisp ratings 

transformed from the linguistic ratings of the evaluators based on the above equation. 

Step 3 of phase 1: Aggregate the relevance ratings of evaluators 

Evaluators’ crisp ratings obtained from collaborative assessment are aggregated in 

this step. The relevance degree of the executing task to each category is derived by 

computing the weighted average of evaluators’ crisp ratings of 

Table 3. Assess the relevance of executing task to categories 
(A) Assessment by linguistic terms (B) Crisp ratings derived from linguistic ratings

Evaluator Evaluator Category 
E1 E2 E3 E4 

Categor

y E1 E2 E3 E4 

C1 N N N H C1 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.7
C2 VH H N VH C2 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.8 
C3 P VH VH H C3 0.8 0.75 0.8 0.7 
C4 VL N L L C4 0.2 0.5 0.25 0.3 
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relevance to the category. The aggregated relevance of the executing task to 

categories is expressed as a vector of relevance degree to each category. The top-N 

similar tasks and last-M non-similar tasks can then be retrieved based on the 

similarity measures between the relevance degrees of tasks to categories, as detailed 

in Step 4. Let Aej(ci) denote the crisp rating of evaluator ej regarding the relevance of 

the executing task te to category ci. Moreover, let wej denote the associated weight 

representing the relative importance (weight) of the rating of evaluator ej. The 

aggregated relevance of the executing task to category ci, AE(ci), is derived as ∑j 

wejAej(ci). Notably, the relevance degree of task te to categories can be modeled as a 

vector C
et . 

1 2( ), ( ),..., ( )C
e E E E mt A c A c A c=< >   

 Continuing from the assessment listed in Table 3, if wej = 1/ne, where ne denotes the 

number of evaluators, then the aggregated relevance ratings are calculated as the 

arithmetic mean. The aggregated relevance degrees of the executing task to 

categories are expressed as follows. 

1 2 3 4 0.525, 0.625, 0.7625, 0.3125( ), ( ), ( ), ( )C
e E E E Et A c A c A c A c < >=< >=  

Step 4 of phase 1: Select referring tasks  

The proposed mechanism reduces the number of tasks to be assessed via 

discovering a set of referring tasks to assist workers in conducting task-relevance 

assessment (phase 2 assessment). This step identifies a subset of existing tasks as 

referring tasks based on their similarity to the executing task derived using the 

relevance degrees of tasks to categories. Notably, relevance degrees of the executing 

task to categories are derived by Step 3 of the category assessment. A similarity 

(cosine) measure is adopted to calculate the similarity between the executing task 

and an existing task based on their relevance degrees to categories. Based on the 

similarity measures, the top-N similar tasks are chosen as the positive (relevant) 

referring tasks, whereas the last-M non-similar tasks are chosen as the negative 

(irrelevant) referring tasks. The referring tasks are used for further task-relevance 

assessment in phase 2. 

The similarity measure between the executing task te and an existing task tr can 

be computed as the cosine of the angle between two vectors, C
et  and C

rt , namely 

cosine( C
et , C

rt ). Notably, C
et  is derived by the collaborative relevance assessment as 
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described in Step 3, while C
rt  is derived by the fuzzy classification, as described in 

Chapter 4.  

Example: The aggregated relevance degrees of the executing task te to categories is 

modeled as a vector C
et , 0.525, 0.625, 0.7625, 0.3125C

et < >= . Table 4 lists the 

relevance of ten existing tasks to categories. The similarly measures of executing 

task and existing tasks are listed in the sixth column of Table 4. The ranking of 

similarity measures is displayed in the last column. The top-5 tasks, t3, t4, t5, t9 and t10, 

are selected as the positive referring tasks, while the last-2 tasks, t2 and t6, are chosen 

as the negative referring tasks.  

5.3.2 Phase2-Assessing the relevance of referring tasks  

Phase 2 conducts an assessment to determine the relevance of the referring tasks to 

the executing task. The evaluators assess the degree of relevance between the 

executing task and referring tasks without reviewing all tasks. The task assessment 

procedure resembles the procedure of category assessment. The evaluators conduct 

relevance assessment to determine the relevance degree of each referring task to the 

executing task. They use linguistic terms to rate the relevance of each referring task 

to the executing task. The aggregated relevance rating of a referring task is derived 

by computing the weighted average of evaluators’ crisp ratings on the relevance of 

the referring task to the executing task. The relevance degrees of referring tasks to 

the executing task are then used to construct the task profile of the executing task 

detailed in Section 5.4. 

 Let Aej(tr) represent the crisp rating of the evaluator ej on the relevance of the 

executing-task to a referring task tr. Moreover, let wej denote the associated weight 

Table 4. Relevant degree between tasks and categories 
C1 C2 C3 C4 Similarity Ranking 

Task 1 0 0.25 0.22 0 0.838 (6) 
Task 2 0 0 0 0.71 0.269 (10) 

Task 3 0 0.25 0.24 0 0.844 (5) 

Task 4 0.12 0.19 0.29 0 0.947 (3) 

Task 5 0 0.11 0.13 0 0.850 (4) 

Task 6 0 0 0.68 0 0.657 (9) 

Task 7 0.49 0.11 0.15 0 0.724 (8) 

Task 8 0 0.15 0.54 0 0.778 (7) 

Task 9 0.18 0.18 0.29 0 0.957 (1) 

Task 10 0.13 0.21 0.27 0 0.955 (2) 
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representing the relative importance (weight) of the rating of evaluator ej. The 

aggregated relevance rating of task tr to the executing-task, AE(tr), is derived as  

∑j wejAej(tr). 

Example: Table 5(A) lists the linguistic ratings on five positive referring tasks 

evaluated by four evaluators. Moreover, Table 5 (B) lists the crisp ratings of tasks 5 

and 9, derived from the linguistic ratings. The aggregated relevance ratings, 

AE(t5)=0.675 and AE(t9)=0.8375, are also listed in the last column of Table 5 (B). 

Table 5. Assessment on the relevance of positive referring tasks to the executing task 
(A) Assessment by linguistic terms 

Evaluator Referring Task 
E1 E2 E3 E4 

Task 3 VL VL H VL 
Task 4 VL VL VL VL 
Task 5 H H VH H 
Task 9 P VH P P 

Task 10 VL H H H 

 

(B) Crisp ratings derived from linguistic ratings  
Evaluator Referring Task 

E1 E2 E3 E4 

Aggregated relevance 
rating of tasks AE(tr) 

Task 5 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.675 
Task 9 0.8 0.75 0.9 0.9 0.8375 

5.3.3 Discussions 
  In this work, the task-related experts of each task are predefined. In addition, the 
relative importance of experts is given the same weight to aggregate the relevance 
ratings. That is, the aggregated relevance ratings are calculated as the arithmetic 
mean. In the future, we shall consider revising our group decision method with the 
aid of recommendation techniques in Recommender system. Accordingly, 

 We will employ methods e.g., collaborative filtering algorithm, demographic 
profiles of workers, etc, to determine task-related experts. Thus, the new-system 
cold-start problem may encounter by the demographic profiles of workers and 
the new-user cold-start problem my encounter by the hybrid recommendation 
technique. 

 Furthermore, the relative importance of task-related experts could be 
determined by the calculation result of recommendation algorithms. 
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5.4 Task-based K-Support based on assessment 

5.4.1 Task profile generation by relevance feedback technique 

The task profile of an executing task is specifies key subjects of the executing task, 

which represented as a feature vector of weighted terms. The task profile is initially 

derived via analyzing the task contents, or alternatively using the corresponding task 

corpus. Moreover, the collaborative task-assessment identifies the relevance degrees 

of referring tasks to the executing task. The result is used to further construct or 

refine the task profile of the executing task based on the relevance feedback (RF) 

techniques introduced in Chapter 2.  

The RF technique employs the process of reformulating or expanding the 

original query based on partial relevance judgments, i.e. feedbacks on part of the 

evaluation set. The RF technique is adopted in this work to construct and refine the 

task profile of the executing task. Two kinds of relevance judgment on referring tasks 

are considered: positive feedback and negative feedback. The standard RF technique 

employs binary feedback without considering the degrees of relevance, as shown in 

Eq. 5.1. Relevant tasks with positive feedback give positive influence on the weights 

of terms occurring in relevant tasks. The irrelevant tasks with negative feedback give 

negative influence on the weights of terms occurring in irrelevant tasks. A refined 

task profile can be generated by adding the term weights of relevant tasks and 

subtracting the term weights of irrelevant tasks. Consequently, the feature vector of 

new term weights derived based on the RF technique forms a new task profile for 

further knowledge retrieval. The idea of relevance feedback shifts the new profile 

closer to the relevant task set and away from the irrelevant task set. The parameters β 

and γ are used to determine the relative amount of influence of the relevant task set to 

the irrelevant task set. 

This work modifies the standard Rocchio and Ide_Dec_Hi methods by 

considering the relevance degrees of referring tasks obtained from fuzzy linguistic 

assessment. The modification considers the relative importance of relevant (positive) 

and irrelevant (negative) tasks from the perspective of users. The feature vectors of 

referring tasks are multiplied with their relevance degrees to reflect their relative 

contributions in the refinement of the task profile, as expressed in Eq. 5.2. Detailed 

formulations are described as follows. 
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Two approaches are proposed for constructing the task profile es  of executing 

task te based on the relevance assessment introduced in the previous section. The 

binary relevance assessment method, denoted as B-RA, conducts binary (relevant 

and irrelevant) assessment. The fuzzy linguistic relevance assessment method, 

denoted as F-RA, considers the relevance degree based on user perceptions. 

B-RA: initial

j r jt T t Tn

e j jt ts sα β γ
∀ ∈ ∀ ∈

= + −∑ ∑  (5.1)

( ) (1 )F-RA: initial

j j

t tj j
t T t Tr n

e w wj jt ts sα β γ
∀ ∈ ∀ ∈

= + − −∑ ∑  (5.2)

Where initials  represents the initial profile derived from analyzing the collected 

relevant documents for the executing task, if available. Moreover, Tr denotes the set 

of relevant tasks selected from positive referring tasks according to collaborative 

assessment of experts and workers. Tn represents the set of the last-M irrelevant tasks 

that are selected by the system automatically (t2 and t6, in the previous given example, 

Table 3). Furthermore, jt  is the task corpus of task tj with an associated weight wtj 

representing the relevance degree of tj to the executing task. wtj is set to AE(tj), which 

is the aggregated relevance rating of task tj to the executing task. AE(tj) is derived 

from the task assessment procedure illustrated in Section 5.1.2, and α, β and γ are 

tuning constants. 

The task profile of the executing task te, derived from Eq. 5.1 or 5.2 can be 

expressed as a feature vector of weighted terms, eS = <w(k1, te), w(k2, te), …, w(kn, 

te)>, where w(ki, te) is the weight of a term ki in representing the main subjects of te; n 

denotes the number of discriminating terms. Meanwhile, eS  is used to retrieve 

relevant codified knowledge from the repository. 

5.4.2  K-Support: task-based knowledge retrieval  

A task-based knowledge support system can be realized with the proposed 

systematic profile modeling approach. The generated task profile is the system 

kernel that streamlines knowledge retrieval activity for further realizing task-based 

knowledge support. A task profile specifies key subjects of the executing task, and is 

constructed to model the information needs of knowledge workers during task 

execution. Based on task profiles, the system can recommend/retrieve relevant 
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knowledge from the repository to assist knowledge workers. Workers conduct 

further search activity are assisted by the highly correlated term set presented in the 

system interface. The relevant knowledge includes relevant tasks, associated peer 

groups, relevant documents, and highly correlated term set. 

The similarity measures between the executing task and the codified knowledge 

items can be calculated to select Top-N relevant tasks or documents from the 

knowledge repository. The key contents of a codified knowledge item (task or 

document) are represented as a feature vector of weighted terms. The task profile is 

also expressed as a feature vector of weighted terms. The cosine measure of feature 

vectors described in Section 2.2.1 can be used to derive the similarity measure.  

Moreover, the task profile can be further adjusted during task performance by 

monitoring the workers’ feedback behavior. The most task-relevant codified 

knowledge can be retrieved based on the adjusted task profile to fit the worker’s 

current information needs. We also presented an adaptive task-based profiling 

approach to model workers’ dynamic task needs. The task-based peer-groups can be 

analyzed from the retrieved relevant task set to provide knowledge sharing. Details 

for identifying task-based peer groups to support knowledge sharing are given in 

next chapter and can be found in our recent work [47]. 

Relevant Tasks Recommendation. As the task profile eS  (feature vector) of the 

executing task te has been derived by B-RA or F-RA method, retrieving relevant 

tasks for references will be helpful. The cosine measure of eS  and jt , namely, 

cosine( eS , jt ), is calculated as the similarity measure between the executing task 

and task tj. Notably, eS  and jt are the feature vectors of te and tj, respectively. Tasks 

with top-N similarity measures are selected as the relevant tasks for recommendation. 

The relevant tasks and associated knowledge workers engaged in these relevant tasks 

are recommended for consultation. Effectively codifying tacit knowledge may be 

difficult. However, the system can locate valuable knowledge sources such as 

knowledge workers engaged in relevant tasks, providing a knowledge support 

platform for gathering and exchanging task-relevant knowledge among workers. 

Relevant Documents and Term Recommendation. The relevant documents are 

retrieved using the profile of the executing-task. Similarity measurement is also 

adopted to select top-N relevant documents. Let jt are the feature vector of 

document dj. The cosine measure of eS  and jd , namely, cosine( eS , jd ), is 
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calculated as the similarity measure between the executing task and document dj. 

Documents with top-N similarity measures are selected as the relevant documents for 

recommendation. Meanwhile, the important term set representing the main subjects 

of the executing task is derived from the constructed task profile eS . The system 

displays the discriminating terms and their associated weights to assist knowledge 

workers with further retrieval. The term set forms the task corpus of the executing 

task, and can be modified during the subsequent stages of task execution.  
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Fig. 4. Task-relevant knowledge source (explicit or tacit knowledge source) 

5.5 Experimental setup 

Three experiments were performed to evaluate the assessment and retrieval 

effectiveness based on the proposed methods. Section 5.5.1 review the experiments 

and the experimental procedure, respectively. Meanwhile, the remaining subsections 

describe the participants, evaluation metrics and related parameter selection. 

5.5.1 Overview of experiments 

Experimental objective and design 

Three experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 

collaborative relevance-assessment approach. The objectives of experimental 

evaluations were threefold: (1) Experiment one evaluates if building task profiles 

based on binary or fuzzy linguistic relevance assessment method can help knowledge 

workers retrieve task-relevant information more precisely than the query-based 

method without profile generation; the experiment also evaluates the effectiveness of 

fuzzy linguistic assessment for two user groups: experienced users and novices; (2) 

Experiment two evaluates if the proposed two-phase relevance assessment approach 
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(denoted as 2-F-RA) can ease the assessment load on a large number of tasks; and (3) 

Experiment three evaluates if the proposed collaborative relevance-assessment can 

help knowledge workers find task-relevant information more precisely by the aid of 

domain experts. 

Experiment one compares the binary relevance assessment method (B-RA 

method) and the fuzzy linguistic relevance assessment method (F-RA method) with 

the Query-based method. The B-RA and F-RA methods are one-phase relevance 

assessment methods that only conduct task-relevance assessment (phase 2), as 

described in Section 5.3.2, without employing phase-1 category-relevance 

assessment and collaborative assessment. The query-based method simply employs 

traditional keyword search supported in a search engine to access knowledge items 

without profile generation. The method provides a user-driven approach for 

knowledge workers to express their information needs as queries to search for 

needed knowledge items. Experiment two measures the impact of assessment load 

while conducting task-relevance assessment. Accordingly, the two-phase relevance 

assessment approach (denoted as 2-F-RA) is compared with the one-phase relevance 

assessment approach, F-RA. The 2-F-RA method conducts both the phase-1 category 

relevance assessment (Section 5.3.1) and the phase 2 task-relevance assessment 

(Section 5.3.2) without employing collaborative assessment. Notably, the phase-1 

assessment determines the relevance of the executing task to categories, and then 

identifies the referring tasks by computing the similarity measures based on the 

relevance degrees of tasks to categories. The third experiment evaluates the 

effectiveness of collaborative two-phase assessment (denoted as Collaborative 

2-F-RA) versus non-collaborative two-phase assessment (denoted as 2-F-RA). The 

collaborative assessment aggregates the relevance ratings of evaluators derived from 

the assessments of experts and collaborative workers.  

Experimental procedure 

 Figure 5 shows the overall experimental procedure. Solid arrows indicate the 

experiment flow, while dashed arrows indicate the interaction between the system 

and the database. A set of referring tasks are selected from the category assessment 

result with the support of category schema (denoted by circle 1) such that the 

participant can conduct task assessment to construct a task profile based on the 

referring tasks (denoted by circle 2). The participant may adopt collaborative 
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assessment (denoted by circle 3), where the relevance ratings of experts are 

combined with the relevance ratings of participants to obtain final aggregated 

relevance ratings, as described in Section 5.3. The relevance ratings are incorporated 

into the relevance feedback to generate task profiles, as presented in Section 5.4. The 

system then retrieves task-relevant knowledge items from the task-oriented 

information repository via computing and ranking the similarity measures between 

the task profile and codified knowledge (denoted by circle 4). The effectiveness is 

evaluated in terms of recall to precision curve.  
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Fig. 5. Experimental procedure 

5.5.2 Data, participants and evaluation metrics 

Data 

Experiments using a real application domain were carried out for conducting 

research tasks in a research institute laboratory. The tasks constitute writing research 

papers or conducting research projects. The real application domain restricts the 

sample size of the data and participants in the experiments.  

Fifty research tasks were collected, with 31 existing tasks and 19 executing tasks. 

Over 250 documents accessed by tasks are collected during the period of 2002 ~ 

2003. The smallest meaningful components of document information elements, such 

as title, abstract, journal and author, were extracted from documents. Each document 
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contained an average of 90 distinct terms after information extraction, and document 

pre-processing (e.g. case folding, stemming, and stop word removal).  

An existing task is the historical tasks that had been accomplished in the research 

institute. The task corpus of each existing task, namely a feature vector of weighted 

terms, is derived by analyzing the documents generated and accessed by the existing 

task, also described in Section 4.1. Fuzzy classification is performed to derive the 

relevance degrees of existing tasks to categories as described in Section 4.2. Existing 

tasks are classified into five categories. The task categorization database records the 

relevance degrees of each existing task to categories. On the other hand, an executing 

task is the target task that the knowledge worker conducts at hand. The task profile of 

an executing-task (or an on-going task) is derived based on the task corpora of 

existing tasks and their relevance to the executing task as described in Section 5.3.  

Participants 

Knowledge workers usually require a longer time (eg. one year) to accomplish 

knowledge-intensive tasks. However, it is difficult to design experiments relevant to 

real world problems, when the task performance process spans a long time period. 

Thus, we choose evaluators according to their task execution progress, classified into 

two levels, familiar or unfamiliar with the executing tasks. Consequently, two user 

groups were chosen for conducting the experiments: experienced workers familiar 

with the executing task, and novices unfamiliar with the executing task. The number 

of experimental participants is also restricted.  

Six executing tasks were chosen as the testing set for evaluations, as lists in Table 6. 

And eighteen workers are selected to participate in the experiments. Note that two 

participants gave up the testing. To evaluate the effectiveness of collaborative 

relevance-assessment, executing tasks in the testing set are those with more than one  

Table 6. Six selected executing tasks (on-going tasks) 

Task Task Name Task Characteristic
1 A Study of Feature-Weighting Clustering in Recommender Proposal of Thesis 
2 Comparisons of Collaborative Filtering for Proposal of Thesis 
3 News Detection and Tracking based on Event Hierarchy  Proposal of Thesis 
4 Deployment of Composite e-Service Framework System Development 
5 Recommendation in Composite e-Service Research project 
6 Modeling of Process-View based Workflow Management Research project 
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knowledge worker participating in the task. Moreover, we chose executing tasks 

conducted by at least one novice and one experienced worker to evaluate the 

effectiveness of proposed methods for different user groups. We randomly selected 

one or two experienced workers and one or two novices from each testing task as 

participants in the testing set. The testing set selection limitation for the problem 

domain also restricts testing set size.  

Performance evaluation metrics 

The retrieval effectiveness is plotted as a recall-precision curve, which treats 

precision as a function of recall [7][83]. 

Precision and recall.  Precision is the fraction of retrieved items (tasks or 

documents) that are relevant, while recall is the fraction of total known relevant 

items that are retrieved, defined as Eq. 5.3 and 5.4. 
    

  
retrieved items that are relevant

total retrieved items
precision =  

(5.3)

    
  

    relevant items that are retrieved
total known relevant items

recall =  
(5.4)

Notably, both the number of total retrieved items and the number of total known 

relevant items must be greater than zero. Increasing the number of retrieved items 

tends to reduce precision and increase recall. Generally, precision is high at low 

recall levels and low at high recall levels. Thus, the recall-precision curve is used to 

show the interpolated precision at each recall level, as follows. The recall values can 

be divided into different recall levels with rvi, iŒ{1,2,…,n}, denoting a reference 

point to the i-th recall level. The interpolated precision, IPr(rvi) thus can be 

expressed as:  IPr(rvi)=MAX Pr(rv) for rvi £ rv< rvi+1, where Pr(rv) represents the 

precision value given a recall value of rv. 

The interpolated precision at each recall level can be derived for each task being 

evaluated. For evaluating a set of tasks, the average interpolated precision is derived 

as Eq. 5.5. 

∑
=

=
k

i

ir
ir k

rvIP
rvaveIP

1

)(
)(  (5.5)

where aveIP(rvi) denotes the average interpolated precision at the ith recall level, 

and k denotes the number of evaluated tasks. 
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Evaluation criteria 

The effectiveness of task-based knowledge support method is measured by recall 

and precision. In this experiment, we want to evaluate the tradeoff between recall and 

precision and the system overall performance at each recall level. Thus, the 

relationship between precision and recall is depicted in terms of recall-precision 

curve. That is, we observe the trend of recall-precision curve (the curve decreased, 

increased or even horizontal lines) and the value of precision at each recall level to 

discuss the system search capability.  

We don’t just choose precision as the performance metric, since it is not easy to 

observe the overall system performance of various methods. And only shows the 

system performance under top-N document or task support. Even we choose 

F-Measure as the performance metrics, the metric only shows the tradeoff between 

recall and precision and cannot depict the system overall performance. In fact, a 

“perfect” search system, precision would be 100 percent at all recall level; therefore, 

the recall-precision curve is a horizontal line at 100 percent. However, the precision 

is generally high at low recall level and low at high recall levels, the trend of curve is 

decreasing. Thus, if one method’s curve is completely above the other one, then the 

method is better than the other. Accordingly, we make comparisons between methods, 

including Query-based method (baseline method), B-RA, F-RA, 2-F-RA, 

Collaborative 2-F-RA method by recall-precision curves. And we will discuss the 

advantage and disadvantage of the methods from three aspects. 

(1) The average precision value, avgIP(rvi), to verify the search performance 

between the methods. 

(2) Looking more specifically, showing the value of precision at each recall level to 

examine the tradeoff between methods. 

(3) Drawing the recall-precision curves to show the overall performance of methods. 

A good condition is the method always has high precision at each recall level and 

far better than the other methods. However, some methods may have low average 

precision value, but have high precision at a certain interval of recall level.  

5.5.3 Parameter selection 

This work adopts and modifies the classical relevance feedback methods, standard 
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Rocchio and Ide_Dec_Hi methods described in Eq. 2.3 and 2.4 of Section 2.2.2, to 

design the proposed relevance feedback methods. The study of Salton and Buckley 

(1990) has suggested the steps of a pilot experiment to determine the parameters of 

the two classical relevance feedback methods. Their result suggests that setting α=1, 

β=0.75, and γ=0.25 can achieve better retrieval performance (higher precision value). 

Most studies suggest that the information of relevant documents is more important 

than that of irrelevant documents [32][68]. This work uses the similar approach 

suggested by Salton and Buckley to determine the parameter setting. 

In this work, we conduct a pilot experiment to determine the parameter values of 

α, β and γ in the proposed equations described in Eq. 5.1 and 5.2. This work sets α = 

1 and β+γ = 1 to adjust the relative importance of relevant and irrelevant tasks. 

Accordingly, only one single parameter needs to be determined (β or γ). The 

experiment is conducted by systematically adjusting the value of β with the scale of 

0.1. The precision (as shown in Eq. 5.3) metric is chosen as the performance measure 

to evaluate the effectiveness of the methods. The optimal parameter values with the 

best results (the highest precision value) are chosen as the parameter settings of the 

proposed equations. The experimental results suggested that best result can be 

achieved by setting α = 1, β = 0.8 and γ = 0.2. This finding agrees with the 

suggestion of most previous studies that the information of relevant documents is 

more important than that of irrelevant documents[32][66][68]. Subsequently, the 

parameters α = 1, β = 0.8 and γ = 0.2 are adopted in our experiments. 

5.6 Experimental results and implications 

5.6.1 Experiment one: effect on fuzzy linguistic assessment 

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the effectiveness of fuzzy linguistic 

assessment. This experiment evaluates the effectiveness of finding task-relevant 

information via the query-based method and the methods that generate tasks profiles 

based on relevance assessment, binary relevance assessment (B-RA method) and the 

fuzzy linguistic relevance assessment (F-RA method), described in Section 5.3. The 

B-RA method employs binary (relevant and irrelevant) assessment and relevance 

feedback without considering the degree of relevance. The F-RA method considers 

the degree of relevance in the assessment and relevance feedback, namely, modeling 

the user’s perception value by fuzzy linguistic rating approach. Moreover, the B-RA 
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and F-RA methods conduct task-relevance assessment (phase 2) without employing 

phase-1 category-relevance assessment and collaborative assessment. These two 

methods are compared with the query-based method, the baseline method, to 

demonstrate that generating task profiles from existing tasks can help knowledge 

workers locate task relevant information more easily. 

Table 7 shows the average interpolated precision at each recall level, computed 

over the evaluating tasks, for the three methods and two user groups. The recall level 

is represented as [rvi, rvi+1), denoting the interval of recall values that satisfy rvi ≤ 

recall < rvi+1.The last row shows the average precision values computed over all 

recall levels. 

Observation 1: The average precision values of both the B-RA and F-RA methods 

exceed those of the query-based method, for the experienced user and novice groups, 

respectively. The experimental result reveals that building task profiles by assessing 

the relevance to existing tasks can help knowledge workers retrieve task-relevant 

information. 

Observation 2: For experienced knowledge workers, the average precision of F-RA 

is higher than that of B-RA. This analytical result indicates that the F-RA method can 

provide better knowledge support to experienced users than does the B-RA method. 

Observation 3: Interestingly, for novices, the average precision value of B-RA 

closely approximates that of F-RA. Table 8 lists the detailed average precision values 

of task retrieval for ten individual novices. For three cases, the average precision 

value of F-RA is lower than that of B-RA. Moreover, some novices cannot obtain 

better knowledge support from F-RA than from B-RA. This analytical result implies 

Table 7. Result of knowledge support for task retrieval (B-RA vs.F-RA) 
 Experience Users Novices 

Query B-RA F-RA Query B-RA F-RA 
Recall Level 

Precision Precision Precision Precision Precision Precision

[0.0, 0.2) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

[0.2, 0.4) 0.745 0.945 0.944 0.670 0.762 0.762 

[0.4, 0.6) 0.645 0.833 0.889 0.566 0.648 0.644 

[0.6, 0.8) 0.502 0.733 0.820 0.458 0.610 0.600 

[0.8, 1.0) 0.497 0.616 0.623 0.403 0.402 0.407 

[1.0, 1.0] 0.333 0.395 0.396 0.359 0.331 0.351 

6-pt Average Precision 0.620 0.754 0.779 0.576 0.626 0.627 
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Table 8. Result of knowledge support for task retrieval by ten novices 

 N1(T1) N2(T2) N3T(2) N4(T3) N5(T4) N6(T4) N7(T5) N8(T5) N9(T6) N10(T6)

B-RA 0.778 0.549 0.643 0.691 0.814 0.577 0.450 0.644 0.571 0.462
F-RA 0.786 0.559 0.643 0.691 0.805 0.552 0.467 0.647 0.508 0.475
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Fig. 6. Average recall-precision curves for experienced users and novices (B-RA vs. F-RA) 

that experienced users are knowledgeable in making appropriate assessments 

regarding the degree of relevance using the fuzzy linguistic approach. However, 

some novices are not sufficiently knowledgeable to distinguish the relevance or 

irrelevance of the executing task and existing tasks. A simple binary assessment 

(relevant or irrelevant) may be more appropriate for novices when they are 

unfamiliar with the task. 

Observation 4: Figure 6 plots the average recall-precision curves of the three 

proposed methods, and shows the gradual decrease in average precision value. 

Notably, E_(F-RA,B-RA) denotes “Experienced users” and N_(F-RA, B-RA) 

denotes “Novices”. The experimental result reveals that both the average precision 

values of F-RA and B-RA for experienced users exceed those of F-RA and B-RA for 

novices. The proposed assessment also provides experienced users with better 

knowledge support than novices. Experienced users have more working experience, 

and thus are more knowledgeable to make proper relevance assessment. 

Implications: The system-driven approach for proactive delivery of task-relevant 

knowledge by building task profiles can provide more effective knowledge support 

than user-driven Query-based approach to access knowledge items. Moreover, the 

result reveals that experienced users have more working experience, and thus are 

more knowledgeable than novices to make proper relevance assessment. The result 

implies that novices may gain benefit from the collaboration of experienced workers 
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in conducting task relevance-assessment. 

5.6.2 Experiment two: effect on two-phase relevance assessment 

This experiment aims to evaluate whether reducing the number of referring tasks for 

assessment can assist users conduct task relevance assessment. This experiment 

evaluates the effectiveness of knowledge support by two-phase fuzzy linguistic 

relevance assessment (2-F-RA) and one-phase fuzzy linguistic relevance assessment 

(F-RA).  

Conducting relevance assessment on a large number of tasks may place a burden 

on users and influence the assessment result. To measure the impact of assessment 

load during task-relevance assessment, this work compares the two-phase linguistic 

relevance assessment approach (2-F-RA) with the one-phase linguistic relevance 

F-RA approach. Notably, the experiment one has demonstrated that the average 

precision values of F-RA method exceed those of the B-RA and query-based 

methods, especially for the experienced users. Therefore, we chose F-RA method 

instead of B-RA method or query-based method in comparison with the 2-F-RA 

method. The 2-F-RA approach reduces the number of tasks by selecting referring 

tasks based on the category assessment (phase 1). The one-phase F-RA approach 

conducts task relevance assessment (phase 2) without performing phase-1 

assessment.  

Tables 9 and 10 show the effectiveness of task-retrieval and document-retrieval, 

using the F-RA and 2-F-RA methods, respectively. Moreover, Figure 7 plots the 

average recall-precision curves of two assessment methods based on Table 9.  

Observation 1: The result shows that the overall average precision using the 2-F-RA 

method is higher than that of F-RA method for both user groups. The experimental 

result implies that the two-phase relevance assessment (2-F-RA) provides better 

knowledge support for task and document retrieval than the F-RA method. With the 

support of category assessment (phase 1) to reduce the burden of relevance 

assessment on a large number of tasks, the two-phase assessment can assist workers 

in conducting task-relevance assessment more effectively than the one-phase 

assessment.  

Observation 2: Figure 7 shows that the effectiveness of knowledge support for 

experienced users exceeds that of novices. Experienced users (E_2-F-RA, E_F-RA) 
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are more knowledgeable and thus can gain more effective knowledge support than 

novices (N_2-F-RA, N_F-RA) do. 

Implications: The result reveals that the two-phase assessment can assist workers in 

conducting task-relevance assessment more effectively than the one-phase 

assessment. Category assessment (phase 1) is helpful to reduce the burden of 

Table 9.  Knowledge support for task-retrieval (2-F-RA versus F-RA) 
 Experience Users Novices  

F-RA 2-F-RA F-RA 2-F-RA Recall Level 
Precision Precision Precision Precision

[0.0, 0.2) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

[0.2, 0.4) 0.944 0.958 0.762 0.812
[0.4, 0.6) 0.889 0.945 0.644 0.728
[0.6, 0.8) 0.820 0.883 0.600 0.556
[0.8, 1.0) 0.623 0.659 0.407 0.461
[1.0, 1.0] 0.396 0.484 0.351 0.357

6-pt Average Precision 0.779 0.822 0.627 0.652 

Table 10. Knowledge support for document retrieval (2-F-RA versus F-RA) 
 Experience Users  

F-RA 2-F-RA F-RA 2-F-RARecall Level 
Precision Precision Precision Precision

[0.0, 0.2) 0.650 0.803 0.703 0.800 

[0.2, 0.4) 0.306 0.351 0.203 0.226 

[0.4, 0.6) 0.271 0.320 0.189 0.209 

[0.6, 0.8) 0.227 0.241 0.168 0.174 

[0.8, 1.0) 0.168 0.177 0.152 0.149 

[1.0, 1.0] 0.144 0.145 0.134 0.137 

6-pt Average Precision 0.294 0.340 0.258 0.282 
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Fig. 7. Average recall-precision curves for experienced users and novices (F-RA vs. 2-F-RA) 
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relevance assessment on a large number of tasks. The result implies that reducing the 

number of items for assessment can decrease knowledge worker’s burden and 

cognitive load in conducting relevance assessment. Consequently, more effective 

knowledge support can be achieved. 

5.6.3 Experiment three: effect on collaborative assessment  

The objective of this experiment is to show that collaborative assessment can reduce 

the workload of novices and help them find task-relevant information. Novices who 

are less knowledgeable about and unfamiliar with tasks in the initial working stage 

may have difficulty in performing task-relevance assessment. Several studies on 

knowledge management have demonstrated that expert opinion is crucial source of 

knowledge support for novices. This work employs collaborative assessment to help 

novices with the aid of experts and collaborative workers. The effect of collaborative 

assessment is also compared with that of non-collaborative assessment.  

The result of experimental two showed that the two-phase relevance assessment 

(2-F-RA) provides better knowledge support for task and document retrieval than the 

F-RA method. This experiment takes a further step to evaluate the effectiveness of 

collaborative relevance assessment by experienced users and novices (Collaborative 

2-F-RA) compared with non-collaborative assessment by novices (2-F-RA). As 

discussed previously, novices may not be familiar with certain tasks, particularly 

during the initial stage of work, and thus may have difficulty in relevance-assessment. 

This work proposes collaborative assessment as a means of addressing this issue. 

Collaborative assessment aggregates the relevance ratings of evaluators derived from 

the assessment of experienced users and novices, as addressed in Step 4 of Section 

5.3.1. The individual assessments of novices are considered as the non-collaborative 

assessment to derive the ratings of task relevance. 

Table 11 shows the effectiveness of knowledge support for task-retrieval and 

document-retrieval under collaborative 2-F-RA (by experienced users and novices) 

and non-Collaborative 2-F-RA (by Novices). The effectiveness is compared 

according to the average interpolated precision at six recall levels and their overall 

average. 

Observation and Implication: The result demonstrates that the effectiveness 
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(precision) of collaborative 2-F-RA method is higher than that of non-collaborative  

Table 11. Results of knowledge support  
(Non-collaborative 2-F-RA versus collaborative 2-F-RA) 
 Task retrieval Document retrieval 

Non-C. 2-F-RA Colla. 2-F-RA (E & N) Non-C. 2-F-RA Colla. 2-F-RA (E & N)
Recall Level 

Precision Precision Precision Precision 

[0.0, 0.2) 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.863 

[0.2, 0.4) 0.812 0.873 0.226 0.232 

[0.4, 0.6) 0.728 0.868 0.209 0.216 

[0.6, 0.8) 0.556 0.666 0.174 0.181 

[0.8, 1.0) 0.461 0.527 0.149 0.155 

[1.0, 1.0] 0.357 0.415 0.137 0.137 

6-pt Average 0.652 0.725 0.282 0.296 

2-F-RA method. The result reveals that novices can obtain more effective knowledge 

support through the collaboration from experienced users by the collaborative 

relevance-assessment approach. The collaboration among knowledge workers can 

mitigate the difficulty of accessing task-relevant knowledge from the knowledge 

repository. Meanwhile, the retrieval performance of collaborative 2-F-RA is better 

than that of collaborative 2-F-RA method at each recall level. It indicates the stability 

of collaborative relevance-assessment approach.  

5.7 Discussions 

The experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 

collaborative relevance-assessment approach (Collaborative 2-F-RA). We conduct 

three experiments to evaluate the effect of linguistic assessment, two-phase relevance 

assessment, and collaborative assessment of the proposed approach, respectively. The 

results demonstrated that the linguistic relevance assessment (F-RA) can provide 

better knowledge support than the binary assessment (B-RA) and query-based 

method; the two-phase relevance assessment (2-F-RA) provides better knowledge 

support than the one-phase relevance assessment (F-RA); and the collaborative 

relevance assessment (Collaborative 2-F-RA) provides better knowledge support 

than the non-collaborative relevance assessment (2-F-RA). Novices can obtain more 

effective knowledge support through the collaboration from experienced users. 

Although the improvement of adding one more factor is not significant, the 

improvement of final collaborative 2-F-RA method over Query-based method is 
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significant. The result of the Query-based method (baseline method) is listed in Table 

5, and the result of collaborative relevance assessment method (Collaborative 

2-F-RA) is listed in Table 10. For novices, the Collaborative 2-F-RA achieves 

25.86% better than that of Query-based method. The results demonstrate that the 

proposed collaborative relevance-assessment approach can provide effective 

knowledge support in task-based environments. 
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Chapter 6 Disseminating and Sharing 
Task-relevant Knowledge 
Effective knowledge management relies on understanding workers’ information 

needs on tasks, for brevity, task-needs. Generally, the worker’s task-needs may 

change over time; therefore, a promising model to track worker’s dynamic 

information needs on task is demanded. An overview of knowledge support 

(K-Support) model based on profiles to facilitate knowledge dissemination and 

sharing is first given in this chapter. Accordingly, an adaptive task-based profiling 

approach is proposed to tackle workers’ dynamic information needs on tasks. And 

then, a fuzzy analytical method is proposed to identify peer-groups with similar 

task-needs based on workers’ profiles. Finally, a task-based knowledge support 

(K-Support) system is developed to acquire, organize, and disseminate an 

organization’s knowledge resources from the aspect of business task. We also 

conduct various system evaluations to examine the effectiveness of the proposed 

model applied in system.  

6.1 Overview of K-Support model  

Primary concepts of knowledge support model for disseminating and sharing 

task-relevant knowledge are addressed below.  

 Knowledge dissemination and sharing rely on profile modeling to capture 

workers information needs on the target task. A systematic approach to model 

the worker’s initial task-needs is described in Chapter 5 [85]. In this chapter, 

two kinds of profiles, feature-based profile and topic-based profile, are proposed. 

Both profiles are used to represent a worker’s current information needs on the 

target task at hand.  

 An adaptive task-based profiling approach is proposed to model workers’ 

dynamic information needs (profiles) on tasks. Task-based knowledge support 

can then be facilitated to assist knowledge workers to access and disseminate 

task-relevant knowledge based on the profile, i.e. task profile. A fuzzy linguistic 

approach is employed to model workers’ relevance feedbacks. Moreover, a 

modified relevance feedback (RF) technique, adopted from the techniques 

proposed by Rocchio (1971) and Ide (1971), is used to adjust workers’ profiles 
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based on relevance feedbacks.  

 For complex and knowledge-intensive tasks, collaboration among knowledge 

workers and experts is often necessary for more effective knowledge 

dissemination. A fuzzy analytical method is proposed to determine peer-groups 

with similar task-needs based on the profile, i.e. work profile. The method 

employs a fuzzy max-min operation to derive the similarity among workers by 

computing the transitive max-min closure [16][40]. Inherent transitive 

relationship among workers is inferred to derive a fuzzy similarity matrix of 

workers. Task-based peer-groups can then be identified by grouping members 

with equivalence relation determined by α-cuts applied to the fuzzy similarity 

matrix. The proposed system can provide more effective knowledge support 

through knowledge sharing among peer-group members. Peer-group members 

engaged in common tasks or with similar task-needs can collaborate in the 

proposed task-based portal to accomplish their tasks. 

 In task-based environments, codified knowledge and human resources are 

important knowledge assets for accomplishing organizational tasks. This work 

presents an architecture and implementation of a knowledge support system 

(K-Support) in task-based workplaces. The proposed K-Support system provides 

task-relevant knowledge to a worker based on his/her information needs on the 

target-task, namely the task being conducted at hand.  

Figure 2 in Chapter 3 shows the proposed knowledge support model based on 

profiles to facilitate task-based knowledge delivery and sharing. Workers’ 

information needs generally change during progress on performing the target task. 

The user behavior tracker in the proposed framework is an on-line module to capture 

workers’ dynamic behaviors, including access behaviors on the task-based domain 

ontology and relevance feedbacks on knowledge items. The profile handler uses an 

adaptive task-based profiling approach to adjust workers’ profiles. The peer-group 

analyzer employs a fuzzy analytical method to identify peer-groups with similar task 

needs (information needs on the target task) based on work profiles. Section 6.2 and 

6.3 will detail the proposed methods. 
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6.2 Adaptive task-based profiling approach 

This section describes the adaptive task-based profiling approach which models 

workers’ dynamic information needs on the target task. The adaptation of profile is 

based on users’ access behaviors or relevance feedback on knowledge items. A 

modified relevance feedback technique is employed to adjust workers’ profiles.  

6.2.1 Profile modeling and structuring 

We propose an adaptive task-based profiling approach to model workers’ dynamic 

information needs via feedback analysis. Meanwhile, worker’s relevance feedback is 

modeled by a fuzzy linguistic approach, as described in the following. 

Perception modeling through fuzzy linguistic approach. The fuzzy linguistic 

approach is a technique for approximating human perception, and provides easier 

assess to qualitative problems. Linguistic assessment uses words rather than numbers. 

For example, the linguistic variable “Relevance” is defined to assess the degree of 

relevance between objects (such as document, task, etc.). Notably, a linguistic 

variable is characterized by a quintuple (S, E(S), U, G, M) as defined in Definition I 

of Appendix A [91]. The semantic meaning of a linguistic term can be formulated as 

a fuzzy number, which represents the approximate value of each linguistic term.  

Profile structuring. Two kinds of profiles, feature-based task profile and 

topic-based task profile, are maintained. Both profiles are used to represent a 

worker’s current information needs on the target task at hand.  

• Feature-based task profile: The feature-based task profile of a task tr is a 

feature vector of weighted keywords, denoted as rt  = <wkw1, wkw2,…,wkwn>. 

The representation of feature-based task profile is the same as the profile that 

generated based on the task-relevance assessment result. 

• Topic-based task profile: The topic-based task profile of a worker u, denoted 

as WPu = {<topicj, wp(topicj)>}, contains a set of topics (fields or tasks in 

domain ontology) with associated degree of relevance to the target task at a 

specific time period. wp(topicj) represents the relevance degree of topicj to the 

target task at time p, from the aspect of u. Let FS denote the set of topics in 

field level and TS denote the set of topics in task level. Note that the category 

level is not considered since the topics in category are too general to 
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differentiate workers’ task needs. The associated degree of relevance indicates a 

similarity measure between a topic and the target task at a specific time period. 

The similarity measure is initially obtained from a worker’s relevance 

assessment, and will be updated via a worker’s explicit feedback (e.g., relevance 

rating) or via analyzing a worker’s access behaviors and explicit feedback, will 

be addressed in Section 6.2.2.  

A topic-based task profile represents a worker’s task-needs expressed as a set of 

relevant fields or tasks in domain ontology, and can be used to derive a worker’s 

personalized ontology (WPO) on the target task. An ontology threshold value δ can 

be defined by a worker to generate a worker’s personalized ontology on the target 

task by filtering out irrelevant fields or tasks with relevance degrees below the 

threshold value. Accordingly, WPOu = {<topicj, wp(topicj)> | wp(topicj) ≥ δ and 

topicj∈FS∪TS }. The result forms a worker u’s personalized ontology on the target 

task. 

6.2.2 Profile adaptation based on feedback analysis 

Document feedback analysis. A temporal profile, denoted as puempT , , is generated 

by the profile handler to represent a worker u’s current information needs on the 

target task. The temporal file is derived from the feature vectors of those documents 

accessed by worker u during time period p, as shown in the Eq. 6.1.  
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exp
, puD  denotes the set of documents which had been explicitly rated by worker u 

in conducting the target task during the time period p. Au(dj) denotes worker u’s crisp 

rating on the relevance of document dj to the target task. The crisp rating is derived 

from the linguistic rating according to the center of area (COA) method described 

previously. imp
puD ,  denotes the set of documents which had been browsed and 

accessed but not been rated by worker u during time period p. A linguistic rating 

“High” is given by default to represent the relevance degree of unrated documents 

(implicit feedback). uHCV )~( denotes the corresponding crisp value of relevance 

rating “High“ of worker u. Notably, our system will show the description of a 

document. Thus, we assume that a worker will read the description first to decide if 
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the document is relevant, and then access and browse the document. Accordingly, a 

linguistic rating “High” is assigned to unrated documents that had been accessed and 

browsed by the worker.  

The similarity between the temporal profile and a topic tj in the domain ontology 

can be derived by cosine measure, namely ),( , jpu tempTsim . Notably, 
yx
yx

yxsim
•

=),( . 

Profile adaptation. The new feature-based task profile of the target task, denoted as 

1+pS  is generated based on Eq. 6.2, which is modified from standard Rocchio (1971) 

and Ide (1971) algorithms presented in Section 2.2.2. The modification considers the 

associated relevance degrees of relevant/irrelevant tasks to the target task and the 

temporal profile derived form the feedback analysis. 
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Where pS  denotes the feature-based task profile of the target task at time p. 

Notably, pS  may be an initial task profile derived from the initial assessment result. 

The O  denotes the aggregated relevant feature vector of the target task. The 

aggregation of irrelevant feature vectors is derived from Tn, which is the set of 

irrelevant tasks. The relevant feature vector O  is derived based on Tr , the set of 

relevant tasks, and the temporal file generated from the feedback analysis. Herein, 

the set of Tn, and Tr are derived from worker’s feedback result. wp+1(tj) denotes the 

relevance degree (associated weight ) of task tj to the target task. puempT ,  denotes 

the temporal profile derived from the feedback analysis. Meanwhile, , ,α β γ  are 

tuning constants. The parameter λ is used to adjust the relative importance of 

relevant tasks and the temporal profile. Note that there are two alternatives to derive 

wp+1(tj).  

• Explicit relevance feedback on tasks: wp+1(tj) denotes the worker u’s crisp rating 

on the relevance of existing tasks tj to the target task. 

• Adjusting relevance degree of tasks by documents feedback.  

The topic-based task profile will be adjusted based on the result of feedback 

analysis. Note that a topic-based task profile records topics (tasks or fields) with 
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associated relevance degree to the target task. The incremental analysis means the 

system learning the worker’s TRTs (set of relevant tasks) and TRITs (set of 

irrelevant tasks) on target task from the document feedback analysis. The result of 

document feedback analysis is to generate a temporal profile to represent a worker’s 

task-needs. Thus, the relevance degree between target task and topics (tasks or fields) 

are obtained by the similarity calculation between temporal profile and topics. 

Moreover, since the relevance degree will be adjusted across time (increased or 

decreased), we named it as an incremental analysis procedure. The method to adjust 

associated relevance degree of each topic is addressed as follows.  

The system will increase or decrease the relevance degree (associated weight) of 

a task tj (a topic in the task level of domain ontology) gradually, where wp+1(tj)= 

wp(tj)±∆w. The adjustment ∆w of a task tj is derived based on the proportion of 

feedbacks and the similarity between the temporal profile and tj. If ),( , jpu tempTsim  

is above a relevance-adjustment threshold θ, the system will increase the associated 

weight of task tj. Meanwhile, if ),( , jpu tempTsim is below θ, the system will decrease 

the associated weight of task tj. The adjustment equation is given below. 
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where d
uN  denotes the number of documents accessed and browsed by worker u 

in conducting the target task prior to time p, while d
puN ,  denotes the number of 

documents accessed and browsed by worker u in conducting the target task during 

time p. Notably, wp+1(tj)=1, if wp(tj)+∆w >1; wp+1(tj)=0, if wp(tj)-∆w < 0. Moreover, 

a field contains a set of tasks. Thus, the value of wp(fieldi) is set to the maximum 

value of wp(tj) for any task tj belongs to fieldi. Namely, the weight of fieldi will be 

adjusted at time p+1, where wp+1(fieldi) = maxtj∈fieldi(wp+1(tj)). Thus, it is a 

incremental analysis procedure to calculate the relevance degree of topics to target 

task over time. Meanwhile, the adjustment may change the information structure of a 

worker’s personalized ontology. The personalized ontology of worker u is adjusted 

by removing an irrelevant topic tj , if wp+1(tj) is below the ontology threshold δ, and 

adding a relevant topic tj , if tj did not exist at time p and wp+1(tj)≥δ. Accordingly, this 

approach is different from the method of explicit feedback. The degree of relevance 

of a topic, wp(topicj), in the work profile is inferred from incremental analysis instead 

of explicit feedback on tasks, i.e., relevance rating.  
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Furthermore, the feature-based task profile of the target task can be adapted 

based on the adjustment of topic-based task profile. The system generates a set of 

top-k relevant tasks (denoted as TRTs) and a set of top-k irrelevant tasks (denoted as 

TIRTs) based on the topic-based task profile. Relevant tasks are those tasks with 

associated relevance degree wp+1(tj) higher than the relevance-adjustment threshold θ, 

whereas irrelevant tasks are those tasks with wp+1(tj) lower than θ. Only the feature 

terms and the associated relevance degrees of topics in the task level are used to 

adjust the task profile of the target task. A field is a generic view of similar tasks; 

hence, the feature terms of fields are not as representative as the feature terms of 

tasks for the target task. The new feature-based task profile of the target task, 

denoted as 1+pS  is also generated based on Eq. 6.2.  

The advantage of this method, i.e., adjusting relevance degree of tasks by 

document feedback, is that it dose not require workers to conduct tedious relevance 

feedback explicitly. However, this method need to continuously track and record 

workers’ access behaviors. Moreover, the time factor is also important to analyze the 

worker’s access behaviors. More recent access behaviors should give higher weight 

than earlier access behaviors in adjusting the relevance degree of tasks. Thus, further 

study is needed to investigate and evaluate this method. 

6.2.3 K-Delivery: Delivering codified knowledge proactively 

A worker’s feature-based task profile and topic-based task profile can properly 

reflect a work’s task-needs on the target task. The profiles can be used to further 

enhance the knowledge retrieval capability in the proposed system. Moreover, the 

adjustment of work profile across time will lead the system to refine the task profile 

based on the proposed profile adaptation approach. Accordingly, 1+pS  is used to 

retrieve relevant codified knowledge in the repository. Relevant task and document 

sets will be retrieved to (e.g. cosine measure). Figure 8 is the interface of knowledge 

delivery in which the system delivers task-relevant knowledge proactively based on 

the task profiles. 
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Fig. 8. Interface of knowledge sharing (α=0.9) 

6.3 Peer-group analytical model  

This section discusses the proposed similarity analytical model to identify 

peer-groups with similar task needs based on topic-based task profiles. Notably, the 

topic-based task profile records a worker’s task-needs on the target task, which are 

represented as a set of topics (fields or tasks in domain ontology) with associated 

degree of relevance to the target task. The proposed method mainly contains two 

phases. In phase 1, a user-user similarity matrix is constructed to record workers’ 

similarity relationships on task-needs. In phase 2, a fuzzy inference procedure is 

employed to infer the implicit and transitive relationships among workers. The 

α-cuts approach is then applied to generate a proper set of task-based peer-groups. 

6.3.1 Establishing a user-user similarity matrix 

The similarity measure between workers Ex and Ey can be derived using the 

associated relevance degrees wp(topicj) of topics recorded in the topic-based task 

profiles of Ex and Ey. The task-level/field-level relevance degrees can be used to 

derive the task-level/field-level similarity between workers. As described in Section 

6.2.2, the relevance degree in field level is derived from the task-level, namely, the 

value of wp(fieldi) is set to the maximum value of wp(tj) for any task tj belongs to 

Details of selected information 

Peer-group sharing tree
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fieldi. Thus, the task-level similarity is stricter than the field-level similarity. Very 

few similar users can be identified based on the task-level similarity if there are very 

few tasks relevant to the target task. More number of similar users can be identified 

based on the field-level similarity. However, our experimental analysis shows that the 

field-level similarity derived from the maximum value of task-level relevance degree 

is too vague to measure the similarity between workers. Accordingly, we employ a 

compromised approach to compute field-level similarity based on the aggregation of 

task-level relevance degrees. An aggregated field-level relevance degree of a fieldi is 

derived from the aggregation (summation) of wp(tj) for all task tj belongs to fieldi. 

Then, the field-level similarity is measured according to the aggregated field-level 

relevance degrees, as described in the following steps.   

Step 1: Constructing a task-level user feedback matrix 

An n-by-k user-feedback matrix I (task-level) is constructed to represent each 

worker’s task-level relevance degrees recorded in each worker’s topic-based task 

profile, where n denotes the number of workers, and k denotes the number of task 

items. The task-level relevance degrees represent workers’ perspective on the 

relevance of tasks to the target task. 

Step 2: Deriving a field-level feedback matrix 

An n-by-l user-feedback matrix I (field-level) is derived via a matrix operation 

employed between the transpose of an l-by-k field-to-task binary relationship matrix 

F (described in Section 4.1) and task-level user-feedback matrix I (task-level), as 

shown in Eq. 6.4. 

T
lbykkbynlbyn FleveltaskIlevelfieldI −−−−−− ×−=− )()(  (6.4)

l denotes the dimension of Field, k denotes the dimension of Task, and n denotes 

the number of workers. 

Step 3: Determining the similarity relationship matrix 

The cosine measure (Eq. 6.5) is employed to calculate the similarity among 

workers based on the n-by-l user-feedback matrix I (field-level). 
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jEA  and 
jEA are workers’ Ei and Ej’s feedback values in field-level derived from 

the user-feedback matrix I (field-level). 

Finally, a reflective and symmetric matrix is derived, denoted as an n-by-n fuzzy 

similarity relationship matrix S, which represents the similarity-relationship on 

workers’ task-needs. 
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6.3.2 Identifying task-based peer-groups 

A fuzzy inference procedure is employed to infer the implicit and transitive 

relationships among workers. The α-cuts approach is then applied to generate a 

proper set of task-based peer-groups. This section demonstrates how the task-based 

peer-groups can be automatically identified. Notably, the fuzzy inference procedure 

is used to derive the inherent transitive relationships among workers. Accordingly, 

the system can identify similar workers with implicit and inherent transitive 

relationships, even if very few explicit similarity measures are found in the similarity 

relationship matrix S. 

Step 1: Inferring user relationship by fuzzy inference 

The n-by-n similarity relationship matrix S represents the similarity relation 

among U, a set of workers. The relation of workers is represented in terms of 

membership function ),(~
ji EEς ∈[0,1]. The method of transitive max-min closure 

[16][40][42] is adopted to derive a reflective, symmetric, and transitive matrix, 

which is a equivalence matrix. The definition of a transitive max-min closure ST of 

the similarity matrix S is defined in Definition III of Appendix B, which is adopted 

from [40].  

Assume that the initial similarity relationships of workers are shown in the left 

part of Figure 8. The right part shows the inferred transitive relationships among 

workers in matrix ST after transitive max-min operations. The dashed line indicates 

the new inferred relationships after transitive max-min operations. For example, the 

relationship between Ei and El is 0.56. 
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Fig. 9. Inferring similarity relationships based on workers’ task-needs 

Step2: Identifying task-based peer-group by α-cuts. 

The α-cuts can be applied to the equivalence matrix ST for any α degree to group 

workers in U, where α∈(0,1). Workers grouped together have equivalence relation. 

Several α degrees can be gradually refined to partition workers to form the subsets 

with equivalence relations. Different subsets of equivalence relations are derived by 

setting different α degrees in the matrix ST to partition set U. For example, two 

subsets of equivalence relations are derived by setting α=0.64 in the matrix ST to 

partition set U. 

1 1 1 0
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1

α =
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T

=0.64S
, where α=0.64 

6.3.3 K-Sharing: Knowledge support from peer-group  

The K-Support system uses topic-based task profiles to identify task-based 

peer-groups. Two kinds of task-based peer-groups are located. The first is formal 

task-related members who join the same projects. The other is informal peer-groups 

with similar task-needs identified by the system. The system not only provides a 

knowledge support platform for gathering and exchanging task-relevant knowledge 

among workers, but also presents the peer-group member’s personalized ontology on 

the target task for knowledge sharing. 
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6.4 Task-based K-Support portal 

The task-based K-Support portal is a Web-based application, allowing workers to 

retrieve, organize and share task-relevant knowledge.  

Delivering codified knowledge proactively. Weighted discriminating terms are kept 

in the task profile for retrieving task-relevant knowledge. The system can 

recommend task-relevant information based on the worker’s profiles. A tree-like 

structure is employed to organize the task-relevant information. Once the worker 

selects a document or a task topic to read, the detailed information will be displayed. 

The worker can download the document or store it to the MyFavorite folder. The 

user behavior tracker in the profile modeling server will track the worker’s feedback 

or access behavior to adapt the feature-based task profile and topic-based task 

profile. 

Knowledge-sharing from peer-group. The system expands the ontology of a 

worker with the peer-group member’s personalized ontology for knowledge sharing. 

The system facilitates knowledge sharing by displaying the shared information such 

as tasks and documents from task-based peer-groups. The left frame of Figure 8 

shows the sharing tree of “Jia-Yuan Lee”. A sharing tree is a tree-like structure, 

which represents the personalized ontology of a worker. Meanwhile, the shared 

information from task-based peer-groups is also presented in the sharing tree. All 

information is calculated according to the feedback results. A threshold, α-cut level, 

which is shown in the top of the left frame, can be adjusted by the workers to find 

more peer-group members by decreasing the α value.  

6.5 Experimental setup 

Various experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 

K-Support system. Evaluation is conducted with respect to the information needs of 

users participating in knowledge-intensive tasks such as conducting thesis work or 

research projects.  

6.5.1 Overview of experiments 

Experimental objective and design 

The K-Support system consists mainly of two applications, K-Delivery and 

K-Sharing. The K-Delivery application delivers task relevant knowledge to workers 
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based on the adaptation of feature-based task profiles. Notably, the task profiles are 

adapted according to worker’s dynamic information needs, namely access behaviors 

or explicit feedback, as described in Section 6.2. The K-Sharing application provides 

peer-group members’ task relevant knowledge for knowledge sharing, as described 

in Section 6.3. Accordingly, we evaluate the effectiveness of K-Delivery application 

by comparing the K-Delivery based on initial feature-based task profiles (without 

adaptation) with the K-Delivery based on adapted feature-based task profiles. 

Moreover, we evaluate the quality and novelty of shared knowledge items provided 

by the K-Sharing application. That is, two evaluation metrics were considered to 

examine the effectiveness of the system-- the novelty and the quality of the 

knowledge items provided from the system. 

The K-Support system contains three phases, including phase I: K-Delivery based 

on initial feature-based task profiles, phase II: K-Delivery based on adapted 

feature-based task profiles, and phase III: K-Sharing from task-based peer-groups. 

The K-Support system performs phase I, then phase II, and finally phase III. We 

evaluate the effectiveness of profile adaptation based on the experimental result of 

phase II. The evaluation will demonstrate whether the proposed adaptive task-based 

profiling method can model worker’s dynamic information needs properly. We also 

evaluate the effectiveness of knowledge sharing based on the experimental result of 

phase III. The evaluation will demonstrate whether the proposed peer-group 

analytical model can effectively identify task-based peer-groups based on 

topic-based task profiles. 

6.5.2 Data, participants and evaluation metrics 

Data and Participants 

Experiments were conducted using data collected from a research institute. 

Forty-eight research tasks were collected, with 32 existing-tasks and 16 

executing-tasks (target tasks that workers conduct at hand). Six executing-tasks were 

chosen as the testing set for evaluations. Over 500 task-related documents were 

collected. Tasks are classified into five categories and then grouped into thirteen 

fields. The smallest meaningful components of document information elements, such 

as title, abstract, journal and author, were extracted from documents. Each document 

contained an average of ninety distinct terms after information extraction, and 
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document pre-processing (e.g. case folding, stemming, and stop word removal). 

Twelve users were selected to participate in the evaluation. Two kinds of user 

group were selected to conduct the experiments. One group consisted of experienced 

users who were familiar with the executing task and the other group consisted of 

novices who were unfamiliar with the executing task.  

Performance evaluation metrics 

In general, evaluating the retrieval performance by considering all retrieved items is 

difficult, since users may not give feedback values (relevance ratings) on all retrieved 

items. User-oriented metrics derived from users’ perceptions on retrieved items were 

usually used to evaluate the retrieval performance [7]. Two user-oriented metrics, 

novelty and quality, were adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system 

from users’ perceptions on knowledge items, namely users’ feedback values 

(relevance ratings) on knowledge items. The retrieved knowledge items which have 

been rated by users were used to derive the evaluation metrics. Moreover, the 

evaluation considered three phases of the system.  

The novelty metric measures the ratio of relevant knowledge items retrieved that 

are unknown to the user (worker) Ei, as defined in Eq. 6.6. The relevant knowledge 

items are those items retrieved with feedback value above “Normal” from worker’s 

perception.  

u

u k
Novelty

R
R R

=
+

 (6.6)

where kR  denotes the number of relevant knowledge items retrieved (in current 

and previous phases) which are known to worker Ei, whereas uR  denotes the 

number of relevant knowledge items retrieved (in current phase) which are unknown 

to worker Ei. Notably, an item is known (unknown) to worker Ei, if that item had (not) 

been rated by Ei in previous phases. The novelty metric is used to measure the 

effectiveness of the system in discovering new (previously unknown) knowledge 

items that suit user needs. 

The quality metric measures the fraction of aggregated ratings of retrieved 

knowledge items to the aggregated maximum ratings of retrieved knowledge items, 

as defined in Eq. 6.7.  
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( )EiCV P  denotes the corresponding crisp value of maximum relevance rating 

“Perfect “ given by worker Ei. R denotes the set of knowledge items retrieved and 

rated by worker Ei in current phase. Ei
ja  is the crisp feedback value on retrieved 

knowledge item j given by worker Ei. The quality metric is used to measure the 

worker’s satisfaction degree on the retrieved knowledge items (e.g. tasks and 

documents).  

6.6 Experimental results and implications 

6.6.1 Novelty of knowledge support 

Table 12 shows the novelty of K-Delivery and K-Sharing, respectively. Notably, 

the novelty for Initial K-Delivery in phase-I is not filled out since the novelty is 1.000, 

i.e., all retrieved knowledge items are unknown to users in initial K-Delivery.  

Observations: The result shows that K-Delivery in phase-II can discover new 

(unknown) and relevant (feedback value above “Normal”) items based on adapted 

task profiles. Thus, the adaptation of task profiles to model workers’ dynamic 

task-needs is important to provide necessary knowledge support. Moreover, Table 12 

shows that the novelty of K-Sharing in phase-III is higher than that of K-Delivery in 

phase-II. The result reveals that K-Sharing in phase-III can help workers find more 

new and relevant knowledge items from peer-group members.  

Implications: The novelty of task-items under K-Delivery in phase-II is below 0.5. 

The result implies that the relevant task set is stable from phase-I to phase-II. 

Furthermore, for experienced workers, the novelty of task-items under K-Delivery in 

phase-II is lower than that for novices. The result implies the task profiles of 

experienced workers are more stable than those of novices. Novices are usually 

uncertain about their information needs in the beginning, and thus often adjust their 

Table 12. Users’ perceptions of information novelty (Average novelty) 
Experienced Novices Phases of 

K-Support 
Conditions 

Task Document Task Document
Phase I Initial K-Delivery -- -- -- -- 
Phase II Adapted K-Delivery 0.283 0.540 0.373 0.520 

Phase III K-Sharing 0.612 0.570 0.650 0.613 
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information needs during task performance. The adapted K-Delivery can find more 

proper relevant tasks for novices based on the adaptation of task profiles. 

6.6.2 Quality of knowledge support 

Table 13 shows the quality of K-Delivery and K-Sharing, respectively. All three 

phases can provide workers knowledge items that suit their needs.  

Observations: In general, the quality (satisfaction degree) of K-Delivery in phase-II 

is higher than that of the other two phases. K-Delivery in phases-II shows good 

adaptation capability to satisfy workers’ needs based on adapted task profiles. 

Interestingly, the quality for novices is better than experienced workers, especially in 

phase-II and phase-III. 

Implications: The result indicates that the K-Support system can provide workers 

appropriate and needed knowledge items based on the adaptive task-based profiling 

approach. We observed that experienced workers are more knowledgeable on the 

executing-tasks, thus are more certain on the relevance of knowledge items; most 

novices are not knowledgeable on the executing tasks, thus are uncertain on the 

relevance of knowledge items, and tend to give relevant ratings.  

The overall experimental results conclude that the adaptive task-based profiling 

method and the fuzzy peer-group analytical model are effective to stimulate 

knowledge retrieval and knowledge sharing. 

Table 13. Users’ perceptions of information quality 
Experienced Novices Phases of 

K-Support 
Conditions 

Task Document Task Document
Phase I Initialized K-Delivery 0.703 0.639 0.702 0.621 
Phase II Adapted K-Delivery 0.657 0.773 0.784 0.774 

Phase III K-Sharing 0.569 0.725 0.689 0.767 

6.7 Discussions 

A K-Support portal is built upon the system to facilitate task-based knowledge 

retrieval and sharing among task-based peer-groups. The knowledge support is 

realized by the proposed profile modeling approach. Therefore, the problem of 

accessing needed knowledge items from vast amounts of codified knowledge can be 

alleviated. In addition, this system identifies task-based peer-groups based on the 

proposed fuzzy analytical method. Knowledge sharing is achieved by enabling 
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workers to share their task-relevant knowledge among peer-groups.  

Several issues need further investigations. First, alternative methods to analyze 

worker’s task-needs on topics by incremental analysis need to be evaluated. Second, 

the information needs of knowledge workers are associated with their roles in 

undertaken tasks; however, this work does not consider the role/job perspective [5] to 

acquire and disseminate task-relevant knowledge. Moreover, a more elaborate 

profiling approach, which considers the characteristics of business tasks and the 

dynamic long-term task-needs, is also demanded. Future studies could extend the 

proposed profiling approach to acquire and reuse corporate memory effectively.  
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Chapter 7 Task-Stage Knowledge Support 
According to our empirical investigation, a worker has different information needs 

during the long-term task performance. Although we have proposed a profiling 

method in previous work [47] to learn user’s dynamic needs; however, workers still 

suffer the problem of finding the pertinent information, which tightly reflect their 

current task-needs. We analyze the problem from twofold: (1) The characteristic of 

knowledge retrieval activity in a working environment is that the worker’s 

information needs are associated with the executing task at hand; (2) Meanwhile, a 

knowledge-intensive task consists of levels of progressively smaller subtasks to 

achieve the main task goal. This chapter extends adaptive task-based profiling 

approach to provide task-relevant knowledge based on worker’s task-needs and 

task-stage. A task-stage knowledge support model is proposed to provide effective 

knowledge support by identifying a worker’s information needs at various task-stage. 

A correlation analysis technique is proposed to determine a worker’s task-stage (e.g., 

pre-focus, focus formulation, and post-focus task stages). Meanwhile, an 

ontology-based topic discovery technique is proposed to examine the variety of a 

worker’s task-needs for specific topics within the domain ontology (DO). Empirical 

experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed task-stage 

knowledge support model. 

7.1 Task-needs evolution pattern modeling 

7.1.1 Task-stage Knowledge Support Module 

There are three phases in providing pertinent task stage knowledge, namely, data 

pre-processing, task-needs discovery, and adaptive task-stage knowledge router. 

Note that the task-needs evolution discovery phase is the kernel of the system for 

analyzing the worker’s task stage and task-need topics of stages.  

Two types of valuable information: content data and usage data are acquired 

during data pre-processing phase. The text pre-processing module extracts 

information from unstructured or semi-structured data. The user behavior tracker is 

an on-line module that tracks a user’s interaction with the system. The user’s 

task-related behavior can be captured and recorded into the profiles, including the 

access behavior on the task-based domain ontology and relevance feedbacks on 

knowledge items. The profile handler uses an adaptive task-based profiling approach 
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to adjust workers’ profiles based on the workers’ dynamic behavior. The operation 

details of the adaptive task-based profiling approach can be found in our previous 

work [47]. The task-need evolution discovery phase is the kernel of the system for 

analyzing the worker’s task-related behavior during task performance, as shown in 

Figure 10. The task-stage identifier and the task-need analyzer are within the 

task-needs evolution module for identifying the worker’s task stage and analyzing 

task-need topic of each stage based on the variety of profiles. Herein, worker’s 

task-needs are modeled as the topic nodes in DO at different abstraction level which 

are relevant to the target task.  

• Task-Stage Identifier: The task-stage identifier is responsible for analyzing 

and determining worker’s task stage based on the changes of the task profile 

over time.  

• Task-Need Analyzer: The task-need analyzer is responsible for tracking the 

worker’s access behavior over a period of time. The access behavior is 

analyzed based on the domain ontology (DO) to discover worker’s task-needs 

on specific topics. Herein, the DO is a multi-level structure and each node in 

the DO represents a research topic in our application domain, as shown in 

Figure 3 of Section 4.2.  

The IF strategy can be adopted to provide stage-relevant knowledge based on the 

analyzing results of task-needs evolution phase, namely, stages and stage topics. 

Therefore, the adaptive task-oriented knowledge router could provide workers 
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Fig. 10. Task need evolution module 
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needed and pertinent task-relevant codified knowledge that considers the workers’ 

current task-stage and the needed topics at each stage. 

7.1.2 Task-needs evolution pattern modeling 

The user behavior tracker tracks and records the worker’s access behavior over a 

period of time when the worker logs into the system. A user-task session and 

transaction are defined in this work to analyze workers’ implicit and explicit 

feedback behaviors on codified knowledge items periodically. A session is defined as 

a sequence of user feedback behavior (e.g., reading, downloading or rating an 

information item) during a single visit to the system. Furthermore, the task 

transaction records the worker’s access to the knowledge repository across sessions. 

In other words, a worker’s task transaction comprises n sessions, where n ≥ 0. The 

time interval of a transaction is based on the characteristics of our research 

application domain, in which the user behavior tracker is activated to generate or 

update profiles once a worker has uploaded behavior for a specific task.  

The worker’s session or transaction temporal profile is generated based on the 

tracking result over a time period of session or transaction. Furthermore, the system 

analyzes the relevance degree between session or transaction temporal profile and 

topics in domain ontology (DO). Consequently, a worker’s task-needs pattern is 

expressed in terms of set of topics that are the field-level or task-level nodes in the 

DO. We use a real example to explain how to detect and track a worker’s access 

behavior and conduct task-needs pattern modeling. 

Example 1: In the given example, three sessions are identified in the third 

transaction of executor “PoTsun” who is the executor of “ITIL-based: Context-aware 

Knowledge Recommendation” task. As we have mentioned previously, the time 

interval of a transaction in our research application domain is that the worker uploads 

the task-relevant information to the system. Accordingly, the third transaction means 

the third upload information behavior by the executor “PoTsun” for a specific task. 

Meanwhile, after conducting data preprocessing in phase one, a set of the worker’s 

access behavior patterns across sessions, Transi={s1, s2, …, sm}, and a set of accessed 

knowledge items, O={I1, I2, …, In}, are identified. 
1

3683( ) :SAI Trans I< >  
2

3 376, 458, 376, 375, 460( ) :SAI Trans I I I I I< >  
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( )jS
iA I T ran s  represents a sequence of knowledge items accessed in session j of 

transaction i. Our user’s access behavior includes explicit feedback behavior, such as 

rating and uploading, and implicit feedback behavior, such as browsing and 

downloading. For example, the implicit and explicit behavior for knowledge item I376 

occurs at different times of the same session.  

Task-needs patterns: The temporal profile is derived from the feature vectors of 

those documents accessed by a worker over a time period. In this work, jS
iTrans  

denotes the temporal profile (feature vector of weighted terms) derived from the 

documents accessed in session j of transaction i. And then we take further analysis by 

calculating the similarity (e.g., the cosine measure) between the temporal profile, 
jS

iTrans  and the profile of a topic, 
jtopic . Notably, 

jtopic  represents the associated 

profile (feature vector of weighted terms) of topicj. Note that the topic j represents a 

research topic, which is the node in the proposed multi-level domain ontology (DO). 

Accordingly, a worker’s task-needs pattern can be expressed as a set of topics and 

associated relevance degree. The task-need pattern of a session j in transaction i is 

denoted by j
i

s
T ra n sP a tt . j

i

s
T r a n sP a t t is expressed as a set of topics with the associated 

relevance degree (topicj, rdj). 

Top task-relevant topics: Furthermore, we set a threshold δ or top-N to select the 

top task-relevant topics (denoted as TRTs) from the task-needs pattern, j
i

s
T ra n sP a tt . 

Let TRTWs denote the set of top relevant topics with the associated weight derived 

by the similarity calculation. TRTWs is expressed as a set of (task_id, relevance 

degree) pairs. Accordingly, the TRTWs with associated degree of relevance are 

recorded in the worker’s topic-based task profile to model his/her task-needs to the 

target task over a time period (regarding a transaction/session). 

Example2: A set of TRTs with the associated weight is derived by the similarity 

calculation and is expressed by (task_id, relevance degree) pair. The top-4 

task-relevant topics of each session within transaction 3 are listed below.  

1
07 50 12 313 {( ,0.140),( ,0.123),( ,0.100),( ,0.097)}( )stTRTWs Trans t t t t=

2
48 18 47 233 {( ,0.115),( ,0.096),( ,0.096),( ,0.092)}( )stTRTWs Trans t t t t=

3
50 07 19 203 {( ,0.128),( ,0.119),( ,0.116),( ,0.105)}( )stTRTWs Trans t t t t=  
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( )jst
iTRTW s Trans denotes the top task-relevant topics in session j of transaction i. 

The superscript t in ( )jst
iTRTWs Trans  denotes the task-level topics of DO. We further 

express the top task-relevant topics to the field-level topics of DO by (field_id, 

relevance degree) pairs. For example, task 7 and task 50 both belong to field 8, as 

shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the top task-relevant topics can be aggregated to the 

field-levels listed below.  

1
08 08 06 013 {( ,0.140),( ,0.123),( ,0.100),( ,0.097)}( )sf f f f fTRTWs Trans ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗=

2
08 10 01 083 {( ,0.115),( ,0.096),( ,0.096),( ,0.092)}( )sf f f f fTRTWs Trans ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗=

3
08 08 01 083 {( ,0.128),( ,0.119),( ,0.116),( ,0.105)}( )sf f f f fTRTWs Trans ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗=  

From the example, it is easy to see that the worker’s task-needs focus increasingly 

on the topic of f8, i.e., “Office Automation”. The example is a simple case to explain 

the basic process of usage pattern modeling. Based on the proposed idea, the system 

can track and identify the worker’s task-needs on specific topics from different 

abstraction level of multi-level structure of DO.  

7.2 Changes of task-stage 
In this section, a correlation analysis method is proposed to identify the changes 

of worker’s task stage is proposed in this section. The objective of task stage 

identification is to identify the worker’s task stage and then deliver task-relevant 

knowledge according to the worker’s task-needs based on different stages. In general, 

three task stages based on the previous pilot studies: task pre-focus, task focus 

formulation, and task post-focus stages, are identified to differentiate the worker’s 

three types of information needs during task performance [76][77].  

7.2.1 Stage identification process 

The on-line task-stage identifier analyzes and determines the worker’s task stage 

based on his/her access pattern. The task temporal profile in each timeframe is the 

basis for identifying the worker’s task stage. A change of task-stage is inferred by 

analyzing the correlation of task temporal profile of the worker’s consecutive 

transactions. We now discuss the three steps that are executed to analyze and 

determine the worker’s task stage. 
Step 1. Task-need pattern calculation:  As we have addressed in Section 7.1.2, a 
worker’s task-need pattern can be expressed as a set of topics and associated 
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relevance degree. The task-need pattern of a session j in transaction i , j
i

s
T r a n sP a t t , is 

expressed as a set of topics with the associated relevance degree (topicj, rdj). The 
relevance degree of a topic j, rdj, is derived by the cosine measure, 

( , )jS
i jsim Trans topic . The cosine measure of feature vectors is used as similarity 

measure.  
• Similarity measure: The cosine formula is a widely used similarity measure 

to assess the degree of similarity between two items x and y by computing the 

cosine of the angle between their corresponding feature vectors x  and y , 

which is given by Eq. 2.2. The degree of similarity is higher if the cosine 

similarity is close to 1.0. 

yx
yxyxcosineyxsim •

== ),(),(  

jS
iTrans  denotes the temporal profile (feature vector of weighted terms) derived 

from the documents accessed in session j of transaction i. Appendix A shows an 

example of j
i

s
T ra n sP a tt and 

iT ran sP a tt . 
iT ra nsP a tt is defined and generated similarly by 

considering the whole transaction. 

Step 2. Correlation calculation: Once the similarity pattern has been derived, the 

correlation of the worker’s task-need patterns across transactions can be calculated 

by Pearson’s correlation coefficient. A reasonable assumption is that the worker’s 

task-needs will not dramatically change during consecutive sessions of the same 

transaction. Accordingly, we calculate the correlation between the previous 

transaction, Transi-1, and the start session of current transaction, 1s
iTrans , as shown in 

the equation below. Note that the time interval of a transaction is based on the 

characteristics of our research domain.  

 

2 2

  

( )( )
( , )

( ) ( )

j task set
u

j task set j task set

A A B B
j j

A A B B
j j

rd rd rd rd
corr

rd rd rd rd
A B ∈

∈ ∈

− −
=

− −

∑

∑ ∑
 (7.1)

Let A represent 
1iT ran sP a tt

−
and B represent j

i

s
T ran sP a tt . A

jrd  and B
jrd  are the relevance 

degree of topic j in the 
1iT ran sP a tt

−
and j

i

s
T ran sP a tt , respectively. 

The changes of worker’s task stage are based on the correlation results of similarity 

pattern calculation.  

Step 3. Task stage determination: The rationale behind the proposed correlation 

analysis method is to identify the worker’s task stage based on the changes of 
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task-needs for topics, i.e., the task-need pattern in our work. In other words, some 

task-relevant topics within the DO may have a high degree of relevance to the 

temporal profile of the previous transaction, whereas some task-relevant topics may 

have a low degree of relevance to the temporal profile at the beginning of the current 

transaction. Because the correlation values are within the range [-1,1], it is easy to 

track the worker’s access pattern based on the correlation value between transactions. 

We took around one to two years to observe the worker’s access behavior based on 

the correlation analysis method. And three correlation ranges are set based on the 

result of our sample analysis, which are “low”, “moderate“, and “high" correlation.  

Low correlation: If a worker is in the early stage of executing a task, the correlation 

value between transactions will be within the interval [-1, 0.2), which indicates that 

he/she is in the task pre-focus stage and is uncertain about the perceived task.  

Moderate correlation: If a worker has decided the research area, but feels uncertain 

about the research topic of a specific area, the correlation value between transactions 

will be within the interval [0.2, 0.5), which indicates that he/she is towards or in the 

task focus formulation stage.  

High correlation: Once a worker has focused on a specific topic, the correlation 

value between transactions will be within the interval [0.5, 1.0], which indicates the 

worker dedicates his/her task-needs for specific topics.  In other words, the worker 

accessed and read similar documents belonging to the related topics. Hence, the 

worker is within task post-focus stage. 

Table 14. Task stage identification rule 
Input: 1

1
( , )

i i

S

u Trans Transcorr Patt Patt
−

: Correlation values between transactions 

Transi-1.stage: Task-stage of i-1th transaction (previous 

transaction) 

Output: Transi.stage：Task-stage of ith transaction (current transaction)

 

Case of Transi-1.stage 

“pre-focus stage”: If 1

1
( , )

i i

S
u Trans Transcorr Patt Patt

−
 is “low” 

Transi .stage = task pre-focus stage 

Else Transi .stage = task formulation stage;  

“formulation stage”: If 1

1
( , )

i i

S
u Trans Transcorr Patt Patt

−
 is “high” 

Transi .stage = task post-focus stage 

Else Transi .stage = task formulation stage; 

“post-focus stage”: Transi .stage = task post-focus stage; 

Return (Transi .stage) 
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In this work, the time point to decide the worker’s task stage is the beginning of 

the current transaction, Transi, which is the worker’s current session. Assume we 

know the worker’s task stage for the previous transaction, Transi-1, we can then infer 

the worker’s current task stage from the correlation value. The task stage 

determination rule is given in the Table 14. In the following, we will explain the 

worker’s evolution pattern based on this rule. 

7.2.2 Sample analysis 

Example 3: In our domain, there are 36 task-level topics (historical task corpora). 

Continuing with Examples 1 and 2 in Section 7.1, we analyze the four transactions of 

the access pattern of the executor “PoTsun”. Trans2, Trans3, Trans4 and Trans5 are 

sampled to explain how the worker’s task stage can be determined, as shown in 

Figure 11. 

(1) Trans2 and Trans3: The correlation between Trans2 and the start session of 

Trans3 is -0.024 (low), which indicates there is a very different pattern between 

transactions. Because the worker’s task stage of Trans2 is the pre-focus stage, we can 

infer that the worker’s task stage of Trans3 is also the pre-focus stage. 

(2) Trans3 and Trans4: The correlation between Trans3 and the start session of 

Trans4 is 0.467 (moderate), which indicates that there are moderately similar patterns 

between transactions. Therefore, we can infer that the worker’s task stage of Trans4 

is the task formulation stage. 

(3) Trans4 and Trans5: The correlation between Trans4 and the start session of 

Trans5 is 0.705 (high), which indicates that there are very similar patterns between 

transactions. Because the worker’s previous task stage is in task formulation stage 

and the correlation between Trans4 and Trans5 is high, we can infer that the worker’s 

task stage of Trans5 is in the post-focus stage. 

 

Trans 3
(S31, S32, S33)

Trans 4
(S41, S42, S43, S44)

Trans 5
(S51, …,…,)

Trans 2
(S21, S22, S23)

Corr=
-0.024

Corr=
0.467

Corr=
0.705

   Pre-focus stage                             focus-formulation stage       post-focus stage
  

Fig. 11. Changes of task stages 
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7.3 K-Support based on task-stage and task-needs topics 

Once the worker’s task-stage has been identified, task-need analyzer can discover the 

task-need topics. This work discovers a variety of task-need topics at each stage by 

the indicators of “generality” and “specificity” defined based on DO. An 

ontology-based topic discovery method is proposed to tackle the problem.  

7.3.1 Determination task-needs on topics 

There are two steps in discovering the worker’s needed task-relevant topic, i.e., 

task-need topics. Step 1 identifies top task-relevant topics by similarity calculation 

between the task’s temporal profile and the task topics in the DO. Step 2 determines 

the generality and specificity of task-need topics by examining the variety of topics 

within the DO. Notably, the leaf nodes in the DO, e.g. task-level topic nodes, 

represent the specific task topics, whereas the none-leaf nodes in the DO, e.g. 

field-level topic nodes, represent the general topics. The task-need topic may be a 

general or a specific task-relevant topic within the DO. 

As we mentioned in Section 7.1, a set of top task-relevant topics (denoted as TRTs) 

is identified to model the worker’s task-needs. The examination procedure in Step 2 

is a top-down process. We first check the nodes at the field-level to examine the 

generality and specificity of task-needs, and then check the nodes at the task-level to 

examine the specificity of task-needs. The output of the discovery process expresses 

the worker’s task-needs on topics with associated “generality” and “specificity” 

indicators, as shown in Figure 12.  

Generality of task-need topics: We now calculate generality of task-needs topics 

within the transaction based on Eq. 7.3. As the DO in Figure 2 shows, a field-level 

topic may include one or more task-level topics. Therefore, the generality of a 

field-level topic, fe, is the percentage of top TRTs in task-level to all task-nodes in fe. 

WPOu

f1 f6 f8

t19 t31 t47 t12 t50t48t23

Transaction 3
(Task pre-focus stage)

f10

t18t20t7t4t16 t22 t22t11 t51

(Gen, Spec)
=(3/5, 3/3) (1/4, 1/3) (5/5, 3/3) (1/2, 1/3)

(--, 1/3) (--, 1/3) (--, 1/3) (--, 1/3) (--, 2/3)(--, 1/3)(--, 1/3) (--, 1/3)(--, 2/3) (--, 1/3)   

Fig. 12. Generality and specificity indicators 
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( )( )
l

l

f
TRT i

fl field level
N Trans

N
Gen f − =  (7.2)

lfN  denotes the number of task-level topics belonging to field l in the proposed 

DO. ( )l
f

TRT i
N Trans is the number of distinct task-level topics belonging to field l and 

TRTs of transaction i. 

Specificity of task-need topics: The equations below show the specificity of a topic 

fl, in the field-level and the specificity of a topic tk, in the task-level. 

,
 ( )

lf
i j

s e s s io n j
l

if ie ld le v e l

B
S p e c f S− =

∑  (7.3)

,
 ( )

kt
i j

s e s s io n j

i
k ta s k le v e lS p e c t

B

S− =
∑  (7.4)

Si is the number of sessions within a transaction i. ,
lf

i jB = 1 if fl is a top relevant 

topic of session j in transaction i; otherwise 0. Similarly, ,
kt

i jB  = 1 if tk is a top 

relevant topic of session j in transaction i; otherwise 0. Notably, the system uses 

TRTWs(Trans) described in Section 7.1 to determine whether a topic (tk or fl) is a top 

relevant topic of transaction i (session j). The summation of ,
kt

i jB / ,
l

i j
fB  counts the 

number of sessions in which the topic (tk or fl) is a top relevant topic, as shown in 

Table 15. The specificity of a topic (tk or fl) represents the ratio of top-relevance 

occurrences of the topic in the sessions of a transaction. For example, based on Eq. 

7.3 and Eq. 7.4, the specificity of topic 8 in field-level is 8 3 / 3( ) field levelSpec f − =  and 

the specificity of task 7 in task-level is 7 2 / 3( )task levelSpec t − = . 

The “generality” and “specificity” indicators are used to determine the general and 

specific topics. That is, a topic with “generality” or “specificity” greater than a 

predefined threshold is regarded as a general or specific topic. Such kind of topic is a 

task-need topic at each stage.  

Table 15. Summation of ,
kt

i jB / ,
l

i j
fB  in TRTWs of Trans3  

Task-level topics Field-level topics 

Topics t7 t12 t18 t19 t20 t23 t31 t47 t48 t50 f01 f06 f08 f10
Frequenc 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 3 1 

Notes: Sets of TRTWs are listed in Example 2. ( iS =3) 
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7.4 Knowledge support based on task-stage 
In this section, we explain how to conduct knowledge support based on the 

discovering result of a worker’s task-stage and task-need topics at each stage. The 

profile adaptation considers the worker’s task-stage and task-need topics of stages to 

adjust task profiles. 

7.4.1 Profile adaptation 

The new task profile of the target task, denoted as 1pS +  is generated by the profile 

adaptation equation defined in Eq. 7.5. The equation considers the worker’s task 

stage and the generality and specificity of task-need topics. 

1

1. 

1. 

 (1 )

( ) ( ) 

( ) ( )                

       
j

j

p p

j

j

Gen j p jtopic Gen topic

Spec j p jtopic Spec topic

iS S Trans

Gen topic w topic topics

Spec topics w topic topics

R

R w

w

α λ λ+

+∀ ∈

+∀ ∈

= + + −

×

×

= +∑

∑
 (7.5)

where pS denotes the task profile of the target task at time p. The relevant feature 

vector is derived from the task corpora of relevant tasks sets, and the temporal profile, 

iTrans . wp+1(topicj) denotes the associated degree of relevance ( i.e., rdj is calculated 

in step 1 of Section 7.2.1) of topicj (tk or fl) to the target task. Gen(topicj) and 

Spec(topicj) are derived from the task-need topic analysis described in Section 7.3.  

There are two factors to influence the profile adaptation equation. One is task stage 

and the other is task-need for specific topics at each stage. The parameter α is the 

correlation values between transactions, 1

1
( , )

i i

S
u Trans Transcorr Patt Patt

−
. The parameter λ is 

used to adjust the relative importance of relevant tasks and the temporal profile. As 

the task progresses, the content of the temporal profile becomes more important than 

that of the task-relevant topic. That is, the value of λ will decrease such that the 

influence of temporal profile increased as the task progresses. Meanwhile, the 

task-stage will also influence the relative weight of general topics, wGen , and specific 

topics, wSpec. For example, in the early stage of a task, a worker tends to have general 

interesting in topics; therefore, the general topics are more important than specific 

topics. As the task progresses, the specific topics are more important than general 

topics. Note that wGen+ wSpe.=1.  
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Table 16. Parameters adjustment across task-stages 
 Parameters Pre-focus Focus Post-focus 

α 1

1
( , )

i i

S
u Trans Transcorr Patt Patt

−
 

Task stage 
λ Decreased the value across task-stage 

wgene Decreased the value across task-stage Task-need topic 
wspec Increased the value across task-stage 

7.4.2 Knowledge support 

The generated task profile is the system kernel that streamlines knowledge retrieval 

activity to further realizes task-stage knowledge support. A task profile specifies key 

subjects of the executing task, and is constructed to model the information needs of 

knowledge workers based on the task-stage. Moreover, the task profile can be further 

adjusted based on the identification of task-stage by monitoring the workers’ 

feedback behavior. The most task-relevant codified knowledge items can be 

retrieved to fit the worker’s current task-needs. 

Based on task profiles, the system can provide proactive delivery of task-relevant 

codified knowledge items from the repository to assist knowledge workers. The 

similarity measures between the task profile of executing task and the codified 

knowledge items can be calculated to select Top-N relevant tasks or documents from 

the knowledge repository. The key contents of a codified knowledge item (task or 

document) are represented as a feature vector of weighted terms. The task profile is 

also expressed as a feature vector of weighted terms. The cosine measure of feature 

vectors is used as similarity measure, which is given by Eq. 2.2. 

7.5 Experimental setup 

For evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed task-stage knowledge support model, 

we conduct empirical investigation in our problem domain. Section 7.5.1 reviews the 

experimental objective and procedure, respectively. Meanwhile, the remaining 

subsections describe the data set and participants, evaluation metrics and related 

parameter selection. 
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7.5.1 Overview of experiments 

Experimental objective and procedure 

Two experiments were performed to evaluate if the proposed task-need evolution 
discovery techniques can deliver task-relevant knowledge more precisely. Two 
techniques are proposed: one is the task-stage identification technique, and the other 
is the ontology-based topic discovery technique. Herein, the task-relevant knowledge 
means codified knowledge, i.e., textual data (research note, paper, etc.) accessed and 
created by tasks. Accordingly, the objectives of experimental evaluations were 
twofold: (1) Experiment one evaluates if providing knowledge support based on the 
determination of the worker’s current task-stage can deliver task-relevant 
information; (2) Experiment two evaluates if discovering the worker’s task-need 
topics of stages can learn the worker’s task-needs more precisely. That is, the system 
can delivery more pertinent information to the workers with the aid of topic 
identification.  

Table 17 lists the methods compared in this work. Two baseline methods are 
designed. Each proposed method is compared with the baseline methods. The 
baseline methods are designed based on the traditional incremental learning model in 
the information filtering (IF) system, as described in the literature review. In this 
work, we called the baseline method--incremental learning technique, since the 
system learns the users’ current interests from the feedback on the recommended 
information (e.g., documents), and updates its model of the user for future 
information filtering. The two baseline learning methods have a slightly difference. 
The first is Learning-0 method that only considers a worker’s feedback behavior on 
documents. The second is Learning-0.5 method that considers both a worker’s 
feedback behavior on documents and task-relevant topics. That is, two kinds of 
information, i.e., feature set derived from documents and topic profiles, are equally 
important while conducting profile adaptation. The learning methods in incremental 
learning technique considered the worker’s feedback behavior without considering 
the worker’s current stage of task performance. However, in this work, the changes 
of worker’s task stage and the worker’s task-needs topic are both incorporated into 
the traditional IF model. Thus, the system considers the worker’s feedback, task 
stage and task-needs topic to provide a more elaborative information filtering.  
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Table 17. Experiments description 

Technique Method Description Parameter Setting 

 Stage Method 
Document support considered worker’s 
task-stage, as described in Section 7.2. 

Stage Method with 
1,  ( _ )stage if task stageα λ= =  

( ) ( ) 
j i

jp jt TRTs Trans w topic topicsR ∀ ∈= ∑  
Task-stage 
identification 
technique 

 Stage-C Method 
Document support considered worker’s 
task-stage and correlation value between 
transactions, as described in Section 7.2. 

Stage-C Method with 
1

1
,  (( , ) _ )

p p sta
S

u Trans Tr geans icorr f tasP k staa P ett att gλα
+

==  

( ) ( ) 
j i jp jt TRTs Trans w topic topicsR

∀ ∈
= ∑  

Ontology-based 
topic discovery 
technique 

 Stage-C-Topic 
Method 

Document support considered a worker’s 
general and specific task-needs topic at 
each task-stage, as described in Section 
7.3. 

Stage-Topic Method with  
1

1
( , ), ( _ )

p p

S

u Trans Trans stage icorr Patt Patt f task stageα λ
+

= =  

. 

.  

( ) 

( ) 

( )

( )               

j

j

j

j

p jt Gene j

j

topic

p jt Spec topic

Gene topic

Sp

w topic topics

w topic topie cc stopics

R
∀ ∈

∀ ∈

×

×

= +∑

∑
 

Incremental 
learning 
technique 

 Similar to standard 
Rocchio algorithm in 
relevance feedback  

Baseline (Learning worker’s information
need mainly considered a worker’s 
feedback behavior on documents) 

Linear-0 Method (or Linear-0.5 Method) with 
1,  0  (or 0.5)α λ= =  

( ) ( ) 
j i jp jt TRTs Trans w topic topicsR

∀ ∈
= ∑  
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Experiment one compares the task-stage identification technique with the baseline 

technique. Two methods are designed based on the stage identification technique, as 

described in Section 7.2. One is Stage method (denoted as Stage method), and the 

other is Stage-Correlation (denoted as Stage-C method) method. The Stage method 

considers the worker’s current task stage to adjust the relative importance of task 

relevant topics and the temporal profile. Thus, the parameter λ is adjusted based on 

the worker’s current task stage, as shown in Table 16. The Stage-C model is also 

built upon the Stage method. Besides, the correlation value of the worker’s task-need 

patterns across transactions is incoporated into the model. Namely, the parameter α is 

setting to the value of the correlation value between transactions instead of setting to 

1 in traditional relevance feedback method. Consequently, this experiment evaluates 

the effectiveness of Stage method, and Stage-C method versus incremental learning 

method.  

Experiment two is an extension of experiment one. One method is designed based 

on the proposed ontology-based topic discovery technique. The method is denoted as 

Stage-C-Topic method. The Stage-C-Topic method discovers the worker’s task-needs 

for specific topics according to the indicator of generality and specificity. The topic’s 

generality, i.e., Gen(topic), or specificity value, i.e., Spec(topic) above the threshold 

will be considered as task-need topic at the corresponding stage. Thus, the topic 

profile (feature vector of weighted terms) with the associated value of Gen(topic) or 

Spec(topic) will influence the proposed profile adaptation equation. Meanwhile, the 

parameter λ is also adjusted based on the worker’s current task stage, and α is set to 

the value of the correlation value between transactions, as shown in Table 16. 

Consequently, this experiment evaluates the effectiveness of Stage-C-Topic method 

versus Stage-C method.  

7.5.2 Data, participants and evaluation metrics 

Experiments were conducted using a real application domain on conducting research 

tasks in a laboratory of a research institute. Note that knowledge workers usually 

require a longer time (e.g. one year) to accomplish knowledge-intensive tasks, 

namely the whole process of task performance spans across a long time period. The 

real application domain and the characteristic of the knowledge-intensive task may 

restrict the sample size of the data and participants in the experiments. 
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Data and Participants 

Task and Participants: In this work, the tasks concerned are writing research papers 

or conducting research projects. Fifty research tasks were collected, with 31 existing 

tasks, and 19 executing tasks. We randomly selected evaluation subjects who are 

engaged in the executing-task. As we have mentioned, the whole process of task 

performance spans across a long time period. Thus, we choose evaluators according 

to their progress of task execution, i.e., pre-focus, focus formulation, or post-focus 

task stages, for avoiding evaluators are all within the same task stage. Specifically, 

for evaluating the effectiveness of the task-stage knowledge support model, we 

selected 5 subjects at a specific stage from the existing-task set as the evaluation 

subjects, namely fifteen evaluations totally. 

Data: We examine the support effectiveness by examining the effectiveness of the 

retrieval result at different task-stage. The target set is the documents in the 

organizational knowledge repository that have been accessed or generated from the 

existing-task set, i.e., historical task. Over 600 documents are collected during the 

period of 2002~2005.  

Performance evaluation metrics 

The effectiveness is measureed in terms of precision, recall and F1-measure, as in 

information retrieval. 

Precision and recall. Precision is the fraction of retrieved items (tasks or documents) 

that are relevant, while recall is the fraction of total known relevant items that are 

retrieved. The definition is given in Eq. 5.3 and Eq. 5.4 of Section 5.5.2. 

F-Measure. For observing the relative importance of precision and recall, we use a 

combination metric F-Measure to adjust the relative weight of precision and recall. 

The F1-metric [61][62] could be used to balance the trade-off between precision and 

recall.  
2

2

(1 ) precision recallF
prcision recallβ

β
β
+ × ×=

× +
 

(7.6) 

The value of β is to adjust the relative importance of the recall in comparison to 

the precision. If β=0, Fβ coincides with precision, and if β= ∞, Fβ coincides with 

recall. In this experiment, we set β=1 (Recall and precision are equally important). 
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7.6 Experimental results and implications 

7.6.1 Experiment one: effect on task-stage identification 

Knowledge support: Observations by stages 

Figure 13 shows the performance of four methods in terms of precision, recall, and 

F-measure by averaging three stages. In addition, Table 18 shows the result of 

knowledge support for document-retrieval based on three stages. Four models are 

evaluated, including Liner-0 method, Linear-0.5 method, Stage method, and Stage-C 

method. The Linear-0 method, and Linear-0.5 method are our baseline methods. The 

Stage method, and Stage-C method are the proposed methods based on the task-stage 

identification technique. 

Observation 1: Figure 13 shows that the average value of precision, recall, and 

F-measure of Stage-C method over three stages exceeds those of the other methods. 

The experimental result reveals that building task profile by the proposed task-stage 

identification technique can retrieve more task-relevant documents to knowledge 

workers. 

Observation 2: Look more details, Table 18 shows that the Stage-C method can 

achieve better performance than the other three methods, especially in stage one and 

two. The result indicates that the worker’s may have high variations on topics in the 

early stage of task performance, i.e., uncertainty about the research topic; therefore, 
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Fig. 13. Result of knowledge support by averaging stages (performance value in y axes) 
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Table 18. Result of knowledge support by stages (top-30 document support) 

Stage Linear-0 Method Linear-0.5 Method Stage Method Stage-C Method 

nth Stage Case Pre. Re. F-measure Pre. Re. F-measure Pre. Re. F-measure Pre. Re. F-measur

1 0.433 0.351 0.388 0.400 0.324 0.358 0.467 0.378 0.418 0.533 0.432 0.477 

2 0.113 0.118 0.115 0.113 0.118 0.115 0.233 0.206 0.219 0.233 0.206 0.219 

3 0.267 0.195 0.225 0.300 0.220 0.254 0.200 0.025 0.044 0.400 0.049 0.087 

4 0.267 0.136 0.180 0.300 0.153 0.203 0.333 0.169 0.224 0.333 0.169 0.224 

1st stage 

(pre-focus) 

5 0.100 0.051 0.068 0.167 0.085 0.113 0.167 0.085 0.113 0.167 0.085 0.113 

Average  0.236 0.170 0.195 0.256 0.180 0.209 0.280 0.173 0.204 0.333 0.188 0.224 

6 0.133 0.125 0.129 0.167 0.156 0.161 0.167 0.156 0.161 0.233 0.219 0.226 

7 0.200 0.176 0.187 0.200 0.176 0.187 0.233 0.206 0.219 0.333 0.294 0.312 

8 0.633 0.196 0.299 0.700 0.216 0.330 0.633 0.196 0.299 0.633 0.196 0.299 

9 0.667 0.408 0.506 0.600 0.367 0.455 0.667 0.408 0.506 0.667 0.408 0.506 

2nd stage 
(Focus 

formulation) 

10 0.233 0.135 0.171 0.267 0.154 0.195 0.267 0.154 0.195 0.333 0.192 0.244 

Average  0.373 0.208 0.259 0.387 0.214 0.266 0.393 0.224 0.276 0.440 0.262 0.317 

11 0.233 0.156 0.187 0.233 0.156 0.187 0.267 0.178 0.214 0.367 0.244 0.293 

12 0.467 0.233 0.311 0.400 0.200 0.267 0.400 0.200 0.267 0.400 0.200 0.267 

13 0.400 0.200 0.267 0.367 0.183 0.244 0.367 0.183 0.244 0.400 0.200 0.267 

14 0.567 0.298 0.391 0.567 0.298 0.391 0.567 0.298 0.391 0.567 0.298 0.391 

3rd stage 

(Post-focus) 

15 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.067 0.067 0.067 0.233 0.233 0.233 

Average  0.413 0.257 0.311 0.340 0.194 0.244 0.334 0.185 0.236 0.393 0.235 0.290 

the profile adaptation considered the worker’s task stage can conduct better 

knowledge support. For example, if a worker is the early task stage, he/she may have 

broad task-needs on topics and may change topics sometimes. Thus, the correlation 

value, 1

1
( , )

p p

S
u Trans Transcorr Patt Pattα

+
= , between transactions is negative. The feature set in 

task profile of previous transaction will be subtracted from the feature set in task 

profile of current transaction. Thereby, irrelevant feature terms will be removed from 

the profile. However, the effect of changes of topics cannot be reflected in the 

incremental learning techniques. 

Observation 3: On the other hand, we observed that the incremental learning 

technique, Liner-0 method, has better performance than the other three methods in 

the third stage, post-focus stage. If we took a further analysis in each case in the third 

stage, we found 2 of 5 cases have better performance value by Liner-0 method. That 
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is, since the worker has focused on a specific topic, it is more reliable to learn the 

worker’s task-needs by feedback analysis. Thus, the stage effect will decrease, and 

the Liner-0 method has better performance than the stage methods. 

Knowledge support: Observations under various top-N 

Figure 14 shows the performance of four methods in terms of precision, and recall 

by averaging three stages. In addition, Table 19 shows the result of task-relevant 

document support based on three stages under various top-N. Four methods are also 

evaluated, including Liner-0 method, Linear-0.5 method, Stage method, and Stage-C 

method. Note that we focus on precision and recall values in this part since we would 

like to see the precision under various recall level. 

Observation 1: Figure 14 shows the average precision values of each case at each 

stage under top-5, 10, 20 and 30. The result reveals that the Stage-C method can 

achieve better performance than other three methods, especially for top-5 document 

support. The result indicates the Stage-C method can provide more effective 

knowledge support than the other methods (the higher precision at the lower recall 

value). 

Observation 2: Table 19 shows that the average value of precision and recall of 

Stage-C method under various top-N, i.e., top-5, 10, 20 and 30, exceeds those of the 

other methods. The experimental result reveals that no matter the number of 

supporting document set, the Stage-C method can retrieve more task-relevant 

documents than the other methods. 
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Fig. 14. Result of knowledge support by averaging stages under various top-N  

(Precision value in y-axes) 
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Observation 3: Particularly, we found a common situation exists in general: the 

fewer supported documents, the higher precision value. Thus, the system is suitable 

to be adopted in a working environment in which workers has time pressure to find 

task-relevant documents without taking times to review many documents. That is, it 

implies we could build an interactive knowledge support system for providing 

relevant documents of few retrieved documents and further to refine the task profile 

by feedback mechanism. 

Implications: The overall experimental results demonstrate the proposed knowledge 

support model considering worker’s task-stage is effective. Apparently, the Stage-C 

method has the best performance in each evaluation case. Therefore, the result 

reveals that take into account the correlation value between transactions is required 

for improving the effectiveness of knowledge support. Therefore, further 

experiments for evaluating ontology-based topic discovery technique will be tested 

under the modification of Stage-C method. 
 
Table 19. Result of knowledge support by stages under various top-N  

(Experimental one) 
Stage Linear-0 Method Linear-0.5 Method Stage Method Stage-C Method

nth Stage Top-N Pre. Re. Pre. Re. Pre. Re. Pre. Re. 

Top-5 0.360 0.043 0.280 0.033 0.373 0.077 0.353 0.071 

Top-10 0.300 0.074 0.340 0.079 0.320 0.082 0.380 0.099 

Top-20 0.240 0.116 0.280 0.129 0.260 0.111 0.310 0.149 

1st stage 

(Pre-focus) 

Top-30 0.236 0.170 0.256 0.180 0.280 0.173 0.333 0.188 

Top-5 0.360 0.028 0.540 0.046 0.520 0.105 0.600 0.058 

Top-10 0.420 0.071 0.480 0.091 0.460 0.083 0.500 0.090 

Top-20 0.417 0.170 0.430 0.158 0.410 0.130 0.440 0.165 

2nd stage 

(Focus 
formulation) 

Top-30 0.373 0.208 0.387 0.214 0.393 0.224 0.440 0.262 

Top-5 0.393 0.158 0.240 0.023 0.280 0.026 0.490 0.043 

Top-10 0.426 0.120 0.280 0.055 0.340 0.063 0.480 0.096 

Top-20 0.210 0.077 0.330 0.099 0.390 0.148 0.410 0.181 

3rd stage 

(Post-focus) 

Top-30 0.220 0.118 0.340 0.194 0.334 0.185 0.393 0.235 

Total Average 0.336 0.111 0.367 0.114 0.373 0.121 0.422 0.136 

7.6.2 Experiment two: effect on discovery of task-needs topics 

This experiment aims to determine the worker’s task-needs topics, i.e., general and 

specific topics at each task stage. The proposed Uontology-based topic discovery 
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technique, named Stage-C-Topic method, is employed to analyze the general and 

specific task-relevant topics at each stage. Accordingly, the “generality” and 

“specificity” indicators are used to determine the general and specific topics, denoted 

as Gen(topicBjB) and Spec(topicBjB), respectively. Only topics whose value of Gen(topicBjB) 

or Spec(topicBjB) above the threshold are considered as task-needs for specific topics. 

Thus, the Gen(topicBjB) or Spec(topicBjB) value with associated topic profile, jtopic will 

be incorporated into the proposed profile adaptation equation. The Stage-C-Topic 

method considered the Gen(topicBjB) or Spec(topicBjB) value with associated topic profile. 

Note that the experiment is an extension experiment of experiment one. Therefore, 

the worker’s task-stage is also considered in the proposed topic discovery technique. 

Table 17 enumerates the related parameters in the experiments in details. We 

evaluate and compare the performance in precision, recall, and F-measure of Stage-C 

method, and Stage-C-Topic method. 

Knowledge support: Observations by stages 

Table 20 shows the result of knowledge support for document-retrieval based on 

three stages. In addition, Figure 15 shows the performance of four methods in terms 

of precision, recall, and F-measure by averaging three stages. Three models are 

evaluated, including Liner-0 method, Stage-C method, and Stage-C-Topics method. 

The Linear-0 method, and the Stage-C method are used as the reference method, 

which has been evaluated in experiment one. The Stage-C-Topic method is the 

proposed method based on the Uontology-based topic discovery technique. Note that 

the Stage-C-Topic method is modified based on the Stage-C method since the 

Stage-C method has the best performance in experiment one. 

Observation 1: Figure 15 shows the performance of three methods by averaging the 

values of three stages. The result shows that Stage-C-Topic has higher performance 

(precision) value than the other methods. The result reveals that knowledge support 

by identifying task-relevant topics based on task-stages can achieve better 

performance. 

Observation 2:  Table 20 shows that the Stage-C-Topic method can achieve better 

performance than the other three methods, especially knowledge support in stage two 

and three. Although, Stage-C method is slightly better than Stage-C-Topics method 

in the first stage. But, if we took a further look to analyze each case in stage one, we 
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found there is only one case by Stage-C method that has better performance than that 

of Stage-C-Topic method. That is, Stage-C-Topic method still can ensure better 

knowledge support on average. 
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Fig. 15.  Result of knowledge support by averaging stages 

Table 20. Result of knowledge support by stages (experimental two) 

Stage Linear-0 Method Stage-C Method Stage-C-Topics Method 

nth Stage Case Pre. Re. F-measure Pre. Re. F-measure Pre. Re. F-measure

1 0.433 0.351 0.388 0.533 0.432 0.477 0.567 0.460 0.508 

2 0.113 0.118 0.115 0.233 0.206 0.219 0.267 0.235 0.250 

3 0.267 0.195 0.225 0.400 0.049 0.087 0.267 0.195 0.225 

4 0.267 0.136 0.180 0.333 0.169 0.224 0.333 0.169 0.224 

1st stage 

(pre-focus) 

5 0.100 0.051 0.068 0.167 0.085 0.113 0.200 0.102 0.135 

Average  0.236 0.170 0.195 0.333 0.188 0.224 0.327 0.232 0.269 

6 0.133 0.125 0.129 0.233 0.219 0.226 0.233 0.219 0.226 

7 0.200 0.176 0.187 0.333 0.294 0.312 0.333 0.294 0.312 

8 0.633 0.196 0.299 0.633 0.196 0.299 0.633 0.196 0.299 

9 0.667 0.408 0.506 0.667 0.408 0.506 0.667 0.408 0.506 

2nd stage 
(Focus 

formulation) 

10 0.233 0.135 0.171 0.333 0.192 0.244 0.433 0.250 0.317 

Average  0.373 0.208 0.259 0.440 0.262 0.317 0.460 0.273 0.332 

11 0.233 0.156 0.187 0.367 0.244 0.293 0.367 0.244 0.293 

12 0.467 0.233 0.311 0.400 0.200 0.267 0.500 0.250 0.333 

13 0.400 0.200 0.267 0.400 0.200 0.267 0.433 0.216 0.288 

14 0.567 0.298 0.391 0.567 0.298 0.391 0.533 0.280 0.367 

3rd stage 

(Post-focus) 

15 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.233 0.233 0.233 0.500 0.500 0.500 

Average  0.413 0.257 0.311 0.393 0.235 0.290 0.467 0.298 0.356 
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Knowledge support: Observations under various top-N 

Figure 16 shows the performance of four methods in terms of precision, recall, and 

F-measure by averaging three stages under various top-N values. Note that we also 

focus on precision and recall values in this part since we would like to see the 

precision under various recall level. 

Observation 1: By average, the precision values of Stage-C-Topics method under 

various top-N, i.e., top-5, 10, 20 and 30, of document support exceed those of the 

other methods. The experimental result reveals that no matter the number of 

supporting document set, the Stage-C-Topic method can retrieve more task-relevant 

documents than the other methods. Note that, Stage-C method and Stage-C-Topic 

method have similar precision under top-5 document supports. That is, 

stage-C-Topic method may have more significant effect while supporting more 

documents. 

Observation 2: If we took a further look at Table 21, we found that the performance 

values of Stage-C-Topic method under various top-N document supports at each task 

stage are better than those of the other methods. This result indicates Stage-C-Topic 

can ensure the quality of knowledge support under various number of document 

support. In addition, task-stage topic discovery, which identifies general and specific 

topics, has positive effect while conducting knowledge support. 

Implications: The result reveals that task-stage knowledge support considering both 

worker’s task-stage and task-need topics at the same time can ensure the better 

performance of knowledge support than that of only considering worker’s task-stage 

(Stage-C method). We are encouraged from the result of Stage-C-Topic method in 

supporting more number of task-relevant documents. In further work, we will 

improve the technique from two aspects: (1) we may test various threshold values to 

filter the specific and general task-need topics; and (2) we may test the various 

combinations of relative importance of general and specific topics. That is, we will 

consider the impact of task-stage for general topics and specific topics, since most 

studies reveals that as the task progresses, the worker will dedicate to specific topics. 

Accordingly, the task-stage will also influence the relative importance of general and 

specific topics. 
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Fig. 16. Result of knowledge support by averaging stages under various top-N 
(Precision value in y-axes) 

Table 21. Result of knowledge support by stages under various top-N  
(Experimental two) 

Stage Linear-0 Method Stage-C Method Stage-C-Topics Method

nth Stage Top-N Pre. Re. Pre. Re. Pre. Re. 

Top-5 0.360 0.043 0.353 0.071 0.373 0.078 

Top-10 0.300 0.074 0.380 0.099 0.380 0.105 

Top-20 0.240 0.116 0.310 0.149 0.330 0.143 

1st stage 

(Pre-focus) 

Top-30 0.236 0.170 0.333 0.188 0.353 0.203 

Top-5 0.360 0.028 0.600 0.058 0.560 0.052 

Top-10 0.420 0.071 0.500 0.090 0.580 0.108 

Top-20 0.417 0.170 0.440 0.165 0.490 0.189 

2nd stage 

(Focus 
formulation) 

Top-30 0.373 0.208 0.440 0.262 0.460 0.273 

Top-5 0.393 0.158 0.490 0.043 0.560 0.058 

Top-10 0.426 0.120 0.480 0.096 0.520 0.112 

Top-20 0.210 0.077 0.410 0.181 0.490 0.211 

3rd stage 

(Post-focus) 

Top-30 0.220 0.118 0.393 0.235 0.467 0.298 

Total Average 0.336 0.111 0.422 0.136 0.447 0.146 
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Chapter 8 K-Support System 

8.1 System architecture 

Figure 17 depicts the system architecture comprising four implementation layers, 

including knowledge resource collection, knowledge acquisition, knowledge 

modeling, and Web-based front-end application.  

Knowledge resource collection layer: The unstructured or semi-structured 

information embedded in records such as documents, presentation slides, reports, 

lesson-learned, database entries, etc., are valuable knowledge items. This layer 

collects information expressed in various forms from different knowledge sources 

that are generated and accessed during task executions. Meanwhile, the system 

collects data from human resource applications to provide a platform for gathering 

and exchanging task-relevant knowledge among workers. 

Knowledge acquisition layer: This layer extracts explicit (codified) knowledge and 

tacit (human resource) knowledge within the organization. Two modules are 

responsible to handle and process task-relevant knowledge items: one is the 

data-processing module and the other is the task-processing module. This layer 

employs information retrieval, text mining and database techniques to process and 

organize task-relevant information. 
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Fig 17. System architecture 
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• The data-processing module deals with textual data represented in different 

formats. The information extraction engine retrieves meaningful information 

such as title, abstract, and author name from documents. The text 

pre-processing engine employs term transformation, term weighting, and 

feature selection steps [7][60][67] to extract meaningful information 

(metadata) of textual-based knowledge items. 

• The task-processing module comprises three processing units, including 

log-parsing, task corpus selection, and task categorization engines to handle 

task-relevant data. The log-parsing engine analyzes log-files to track user’s 

interaction with the system. The task corpus selection engine generates the 

task corpus of a task tr by analyzing the contents of textual data accessed by tr. 

The task corpus represents the key features of a task. The task categorization 

engine is responsible for ontology configuration via a seed-based fuzzy 

classification technique. 

Knowledge modeling layer: This layer is responsible for modeling task-relevant 

information and workers’ information needs. The domain modeling module is 

responsible for representing domain ontology from the aspect of task. The module 

handles the grouping of similar tasks into fields. The ontology is used to represent 

the organization’s domain-specific knowledge. Task related information (e.g. skills, 

knowledge, workers, and documents, etc.) is also conceptualized into the agreed 

ontology to provide knowledge support. The profile modeling module provides 

mechanisms such as profile creation, modification, and integration to conduct profile 

management. Moreover, the module implements the profile handler described in 

Section 3.2. Profile modeling is the kernel to support knowledge retrieval and 

sharing. 

Web-based GUI and front-end applications layer: An integrated platform is built 

upon the profile modeling server and domain modeling server to construct the 

task-based knowledge support portal. This layer mainly provides the function of a 

task-oriented retrieval router described in Section 3.2. Moreover, the proposed 

system considers the task perspective to acquire and disseminate task-relevant 

knowledge. Different knowledge management applications are available for workers. 

For example, the function of task assessment editor assists a worker to conduct task 

assessment to create his/her own task profile. A worker may use the personal 
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information editor to organize his/her own knowledge. In addition, a worker can 

enter the task-based workspace to browse, access, and organize task-relevant 

knowledge. The proposed system not only delivers task-relevant knowledge based on 

task profile but also identifies peer-groups with similar task-needs (or similar 

projects) based on work profiles. Workers engaged in the same task or with common 

task needs can solve the encountered problem together, thereby realizing 

collaborative task-based knowledge support.  

8.2 System demonstration and scenario descriptions 
The task-based K-Support portal is a Web-based application, allowing workers to 

retrieve, organize and share task-relevant knowledge. The K-Processing application 

is dealing with the operation of task-relevant objects. In addition, there are three 

main applications provided in the proposed portal. K-Assessment application assists 

an executor to conduct task assessment to create his/her own task profile. K-Delivery 

application, which delivers task relevant knowledge proactively to support task 

execution. K-Sharing application, which stimulates knowledge sharing by locating 

possible task-based peer-groups. 

8.2.1 K-Processing: Task relevant information processing 

The K-Processing mainly handle task-relevant information items. That is, the 

operation executed by data-processing module and task-processing module within 

the knowledge acquisition layer can be processed in this layer. Thus, a task-relevant 

expert can add, update, or delete an object, such as a worker object, a task object, a 

document object and so on via the K-Processing Interface. Meanwhile, the 

data-processing module, task processing module, or the categorization module can be 

activated through the interface. The standard Information Retrieval (IR) technology 

is employed to accomplish text processing. The Relational Database Management 

technique and Text Mining techniques are applied in both modules to process and 

organize textual data and task-relevant information. Figure 18 shows the interface of 

the K-Processing. Implementation details are given in our previous work [86]. 

8.2.2 K-Assessment: Identifying task-relevant knowledge 

Scenario Description: The worker can obtain help from experts in conducting the 

assessment. The worker can access a list of referring tasks. He can arbitrarily click 
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for further information about a specific task. Finally, after finishing the assessment, 

he can enter his task workspace to access the relevant knowledge sources provided 

by the system. 

Operations via Interface: The worker can conduct task-assessment to generate his 

own task profile. If he selects the “assessment” item, the system will guide him to 

conduct two-phase task-relevance assessment. The worker should give his 

perceptions of each category. Besides the worker’s perception about the task, he can 

choose the “expert” column to help him conduct assessment. The results of 

assessment are submitted to the system’s task profile modeling server to compute the 

initial task profile. The task profile is expressed as a feature vector of weighted terms. 

Figure 19 shows the interface of the two-phase assessment procedure. The detail of 

collaborative task-relevance assessment is given in Chapter 5. 

8.2.3 K-Delivery: Delivering codified knowledge proactively 

Scenario Description: Everyone who finished the assessment can enter his task 

workspace. The system will recommend the task-relevant and the latest information 

based on the task profile Workers could accept or reject these knowledge items by 

clicking the feedback web form. Meanwhile, the system will receive feedbacks and 

modify worker’s profile.  

 
Fig. 18. Interface of K-Processing 
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Fig. 19. Interface of two-phase assessment 

Operations via Interface: The system can proactively deliver task-relevant 

information based on the worker’s task profiles. Figure 20 shows the top-5 relevant 

tasks, top-30 relevant documents and 10 task-associated terms provided by the 

system. A tree-like structure is employed to organize task-relevant information. Once 

the worker selects a document or a task to read, the detailed information will be 

displayed, as shown in the right frame of Figure 20. Meanwhile, the worker can view 

the description of any task-relevant document, as denoted in circle 1. The worker can 

also conduct feedback on the recommended items. Six relevant degrees are provided 

by the system- “very low”, “low”, “normal”, “high”, “very high”, and “perfect”, as 

shown in Figure 21. If the worker gave a positive rating on the knowledge item 

(document or task sets), the system will preserve the item in the worker’s 

MyFavorite folder. The detail of disseminating task-relevant knowledge is given in 

Chapter 6. 

8.2.4 K-Sharing: Knowledge support from peer-group  

Scenario Description: Once the worker cannot obtain knowledge support from the 

application of knowledge delivery, he/she can seek the assistance from the 

application of knowledge sharing. That is, the system identifies peer-groups with 

similar task needs based on work profiles. The system facilitates knowledge sharing 

by displaying the shared information such as relevant tasks and documents retrieved  
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Fig. 20. Interface of knowledge delivery 
 

 
Fig. 21. Six Degrees of relevance feedback 

from peer-group members. Note that all information is calculated timely and automatically 

according to the feedback results. 

Operations via Interface: The system expands the personalized ontology of a 

worker with the peer-group member’s personalized ontology for knowledge sharing. 

Notably, a worker’s personalized ontology represents a worker’s perspective of 

task-needs on the target task. The personalized ontology is derived from the work 

profile to record tasks or fields that are relevant to the target task. The left frame of 

Figure 9 in Section 6.4 shows the sharing tree of “Jia-Yuan Lee”, as denoted in circle 

1. A sharing tree is a tree-like structure, which represents the personalized ontology 

of a worker. Meanwhile, the shared information from task-based peer-groups is also 

presented in the sharing tree. In the given example, the ontology {H3.3 Information 

Retrieval and K4.3 Organization Impact, Mining Association Rule for Information 

Recommendation in Enterprises} is shared from “Mike Lee”, as denoted in circle 2 

of Figure 9. Another tree-like structure below the sharing tree is used to organize the 
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shared document sets from the task-based peer-group (as denoted in circle 3). 

Notably, a threshold, α-cut level, which is shown in the top left frame, can be 

adjusted by the workers to find more peer-group members by decreasing the α value. 

The detail of disseminating and sharing task-relevant knowledge is given in Chapter 

6. 

8.3 Discussions  
We also examined the user effort to conduct assessment procedure and the overall 
useful perception about the proposed system briefly more details are given in the 
previous publication [86]. 

User effort: The user effort result showed that the novice workers took 27 minutes 
on average to complete the procedure, whereas the experienced workers took 16 
minutes on average. This result is in line with the research of Marshall and Byrd 
(1998) that states the use and perception of information system (IS) varies by user 
groups due to the task domain knowledge. In our post questionnaires, we found that 
experienced workers seemed satisfied with the design of assessment procedure, 
whereas the novice users seemed to take more time to conduct the assessment. 
Therefore, the collaborative mechanism is especially required for novices. 

Satisfaction: For measuring the users’ satisfaction of using the system, a 6-point 
Likert scale from 1 to 6 was deployed. Two questions were asked after completing 
the task assessment: one was the difficulty to conduct the task assessment and the 
other was the usefulness of the recommend items. Table 21 shows the result of the 
users’ evaluation. Notably, the common consensus about usefulness among 
experienced workers was low measured by standard deviation (e.g., the value is 
higher than that of novices). This resulted from the fact that some of experienced 
workers were not satisfied with the quantity of knowledge support. Increasing system 
scalability is a major task in our future work. 

Finally, according to our post questionnaires about the proposed system, the 

novices reflect that they want to get more help from humane resource, whereas the 

experienced workers need more number of task-relevant knowledge supports. It 

indicates that the sharing mechanism is more essential for novices than that of 

experienced workers. On the other hand, the web mining technique is more desirable 

for experienced workers for acquiring more task-relevant knowledge form the Web 

pages.  
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Table 21. Average of likert scale value form system evaluation (Higher is better, range=1-6) 
 Novices Experienced Workers 

 Average Std. deviation Average Std. deviation

Easy to completed the task assessment 3.800 1.095 5.200 1.095 

Useful to support task 4.200 0.448 4.400 1.342 
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and Future Works 

9.1 Summary  

In this dissertation, we explore issues of knowledge reuse and support from the 

perspective of business knowledge-intensive task. Thus, several methods with 

associated empirical experiments are presented. For achieving task-based knowledge 

support, we proposed task-based knowledge support model to acquire, organize, and 

disseminate task-relevant information to fulfill the information needs of knowledge 

workers.  

A task-relevance assessment approach is proposed to identify workers’ 

information needs on task. The mechanism employs a fuzzy linguistic approach to 

conduct relevance assessment by the collaboration of knowledge workers. A 

two-phase assessment is proposed to reduce the burden of assessment load to enable 

a more effective assessment. Moreover, methods of the adaptation of profiles to track 

workers’ dynamic information needs are proposed in this work. Thus, an adaptive 

task-based profiling approach and a fuzzy analytical method are proposed to track 

workers’ dynamic task-needs and identify workers’ task-based peer-groups according 

to the changes of profiles. Accordingly, knowledge workers can obtain task-relevant 

knowledge with the aid of task-based profiles and peer-groups.  

Furthermore, according to our empirical investigation, the knowledge worker 

engaged in knowledge intensive task (e.g., research projects in academic 

organizations, project management in firms, etc.) has different information needs 

during the long-term task performance. Thus, for resolving long-term knowledge 

support problem, we seek to extend and refine our task-based knowledge support 

model to fit the problem domain. A knowledge support model based on task-stage is 

proposed. The model provides knowledge support by identifying a worker’s 

information needs at each stage during task performance. Accordingly, techniques for 

discovering a worker’s task-needs, i.e., the task-stage and the task-needs topics at 

each stage are presented in the dissertation.  

Finally, a series of experiments has been conducted to evaluate the proposed 

model. Furthermore, a K-Support project is carried out in a research institute to 

evaluate the proposed model. A collaborative task-based K-Support portal is 
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deployed for acquiring, organizing, and disseminating the organization’s knowledge 

resources effectively. 

9.2 Future works  

This work focuses on providing knowledge support for knowledge-intensive tasks 

such as thesis works, research projects, project management, and product 

development. Issues along with the research direction will be addressed. 

Context awareness knowledge support: Although we provide a task-view to 

achieve knowledge support, our current work does not consider the process-aspect 

and context awareness, as discussed in [1][2][22][24][44]. The process knowledge 

supports the operations of workflow management systems to manage business 

processes. The context-based knowledge support utilizes the context of activities, 

roles, work-related skills, and so on to provide context-aware knowledge access and 

retrieval. Future studies could extend the proposed approach to support 

context-aware or process-aware delivery of task-relevant knowledge. Moreover, the 

information needs of knowledge workers are associated with their roles in 

undertaken tasks; however, this work does not consider the role/job perspective 

[5][72] to acquire and disseminate task-relevant knowledge. Future studies could 

extend the proposed profiling approach by considering role/task to acquire and reuse 

corporate memory effectively. 

Refinement of task domain ontology: In this project, we refer the domain 

ontology to a classification structure of tasks stored in the information repository [33] 

[52][56]. Specifically, the domain ontology (DO) is a simple topic taxonomy that is 

structured into four levels, including categories, fields, tasks and knowledge items. In 

the future, we shall extend our domain ontology to. In the area of knowledge 

management, the domain ontology also can be expressed as structured link networks 

are frequently used to represent the organization’s knowledge [74]. Besides the topic 

taxonomy organized in our problem domain, the ontology underlying the K-Support 

knowledge support portal could be extended to represent the organization’s 

domain-specific knowledge to conduct knowledge support by the utilization of task 

associated context. The ontological structure can be further extended to specify the 

knowledge concepts, properties of each concept and semantic relationship between 

concepts in organizations.  
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Mining and recommendation techniques in supporting task-relevant 
knowledge:  Due to the limitation of this work, the task-related experts of each 
task are predefined, as addressed in Section 5. In addition, the relative importance of 
experts is given the same weight to aggregate the relevance ratings. In the future, we 
shall consider revising our group decision method with the aid of recommendation 
and mining techniques in Recommender system. In fact, our lab have investigated 
the document recommendation in organization with personal folders [36]. That is, we 
adopt recommendation techniques to provide knowledge workers needed textual 
documents from other workers folders. Thus, various recommendation methods have 
been evaluated to analyze the tradeoff between methods. Accordingly, we will 
employ methods, e.g., collaborative filtering algorithm, demographic profiles of 
workers, etc, to determine task-related experts and resolve the cold-start problem in 
system. Thus, the new-system cold-start problem may be resolved by the 
demographic profiles of workers and the new-user cold-start problem my be resolved 
by the hybrid recommendation technique. 

Moreover, in our on-going work [48], we proposed a task-stage mining method for 

discovering task-stage needs from historical task sets. Thus, the valuable pieces of 

knowledge items can be extracted from the mining result. In the future, we will 

maintain the task-relevant knowledge as the meta knowledge to extend the system 

capability of finding more task-relevant knowledge by utilizating the context of 

business historical task. Meanwhile, we will also integrate the proposed task-stage 

mining technique with our task-stage identification model to investigate the 

contribution of the task-stage knowledge support model empirically [87].  

Computer supported collaborative work: Furthermore, this work focuses on 

generating task profiles by the collaboration of knowledge workers to analyze the 

relevance of tasks and codified knowledge. Our work is further enhanced to develop 

a knowledge support (K-Support) system which can stimulate knowledge sharing 

among task-based peer-groups. Although the K-Support system can provide 

collaborations among knowledge workers through collaborative assessment and 

knowledge sharing, more computer supported collaborative work (CSCW) is required 

for successful accomplishment of tasks, especially for complex and volatile tasks. In 

CSCW environments, groupware is often employed to support collaboration, 

coordination and communication among groups of people. Notably, this work 

concentrates on providing task-relevant knowledge without exploring CSCW issues. 
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Future work will integrate our proposed work with CSCW technology to provide 

more effective supports for collaborations among knowledge workers. Moreover, 

some tasks may span across different organizations so that inter-organizational 

collaboration between knowledge workers is required. This work does not consider 

inter-organizational collaborations. Further issues regarding this aspect need to be 

investigated, such as reusing and exchanging task-relevant knowledge across 

organizations. 

Application domain: The proposed task-based knowledge support model may be 

tailored to other application domain in supporting the execution of long-term 

knowledge-intensive task-execution. For example, the R&D related work such as 

project management, intellectual property management, academic researches and 

industry analysis. We will also seek the other possible application domain to apply 

the proposed model such as the industry analysis in the project management 

institution, product development in R&D department and so on. 
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Appendix A. Basic Concepts 

A.1 Fuzzy Linguistic and Fuzzy Number 

Definition I [91]: A linguistic variable is expressed as a quintuple (S, E(S), U, G, M) 
where S denotes the name of the variable; E(S) is the linguistic term of S, namely the 
set of its linguistic values range over a universe of discourse U; G is a syntactic rule 
(a grammar) which generates the linguistic term set in E(S); and M is a semantic rule 
that assigns meaning, m(e), to each linguistic term e in E with a fuzzy set on U. 

From Definition I, a linguistic variable, Relevance, is defined to represent the 
degree of relevance between items (tasks or categories) assessed by evaluators. 
E(Relevance) is characterized using a fuzzy set of a universe of discourse U=[0,1], in 
which six linguistic terms řj and their associative semantic meanings m(řj) are 
defined as follows:  

E(Relevance) = { ř0 = Very Low (VL),  ř1 = Low (L), ř2 = Normal (N), ř3 = High 
(H), ř4 = Very High (VH), ř5 = Perfect (P)} 

where m(ři) < m(řj), for i < j, and all m(řj) are distributed in [0,1]. 

The fuzzy linguistic approach models the meaning of each term using fuzzy 
numbers, as defined in Definition II[20]. The fuzzy number plays a fundamental role 
in formulating the semantic meaning of the linguistic term, which represents an 
approximate value of the linguistic variable. 

Definition II [20]:  A fuzzy number Z
α

 is a “normal” and “convex” fuzzy set 
defined on the set R  and Z  is a closed interval for every (0,1]α∈ . The 
membership function ( )Zf x  of the triangular fuzzy number (TFN), ( ,  ,  )Z l m r= , is 
presented in Eq. 3 [59]. 

( ) /( )
( ) ( ) /( )  

0
Z

x l m l l x m
f x r x r m m x r

otherwise

− − ≤ ≤

= − − ≤ ≤
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪⎩

 (A.1)

This work adopts the center of area (COA) method to calculate fuzzy numbers, 
owing to its simplicity and practicability. The COA method calculates the fuzzy 
mean under uniform probability distribution assumption (Lee & Li., 1988)[45]. If the 
fuzzy number Ũ is triangular, where Ũ=(l,m,r). The crisp rating can be derived by 
the equation: CV(Ũ)=[(r-l)+(m-l)]/3+l. 
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A.2. Fuzzy Relations 

Definition III [16][40]: Given an n-by-n fuzzy similarity relationship matrix S 
which represents the fuzzy relation among U, a set of workers, where |U| = n. A 
transitive max-min closure ST of the similarity matrix S is derived as ST = Sy by a 
sequence of max-min operations on the relation matrix until Sy=Sy+1=…=S∞. Notably, 
Sy=Sy-1°Sy-1, where y is an integer, 1≤ y ≤ n-1 and ° denotes a fuzzy max-min 
operation. The max-min composition and max operator for set unions are used to 
derive the transitive max-min closure ST. The fuzzy max-min operation is defined as 
shown in Eq. A.2. 
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Appendix B. Details of System Evaluation 
Herein, we listed the details of system evaluation in Section 6.6.2. And we 

summarize the observations form the given data. As we have addressed in Section 
6.5, we choose 12 evaluators to evaluate the developed system based on the proposed 
methods. There are 7 experienced workers and 5 novices to participate the evaluation 
task.  

Table 22 shows the average new items (tasks and documents) viewed by the 
evaluators. In addition, the average new items (documents) viewed and relevant is 
also given in the table 22. The result revels that novice seems more satisfied with the 
support document because the percentage of relevant items to the viewed items of 
novices higher than that of experienced workers. If we took a further look, we may 
discover that experienced workers tend to give more irrelevant rating to the viewed 
items. In addition, the novices also tend to give more “Normal” ratings than that of 
experienced workers. Table 23 shows the average number of “irrelevant” and 
“normal” ratings on viewed documents for two user groups. That’s the reason that we 
infer the experienced workers seems more knowledgeable on the executing task and 
use more filtering strategy than that of novices. 

Table 22. Viewed / relevant of supporting items  

Experienced workers  Novices
Conditions  

Task Document Task Document

Average Number of newt items viewed 1.571 9.571  1.600 6.600 
Adapted   

K-Delivery Average number of new items viewed 
and relevant 

1. 000 
(63.65%)

8.714 
(85.40%)  

1. 600 
(100%) 

5.800 
(87.88%) 

Average Number of newt items viewed 5.571 5.429  4.400 8.000 

K-Sharing Average number of new items viewed 
and relevant 

2. 571 
(46.15%)

4.286 
(78.95%)  

3. 000 
(90.9%) 

7.800 
(97.5%) 

Table 23. Irrelevant/ Normal Ratings of viewed items 
Experienced workers  Novices

Conditions  
Task Document Task Documen

Average Number of Irrelevant Rating 0.714 0.857  0.200 0.400 Adapted   
K-Delivery Average Number of Rating is 

“Normal”  
0.143 1.286  0.600 1.800 

Average Number of Irrelevant Rating 2.000 1.286  0.600 0.200 

K-Sharing Average Number of Rating is 
“Normal” 

2.714 1.429  1.800 2.200 

 


